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Abstract
The uses of space-time code (STC) and iterative processing have enabled robust commu-
nications over fading channels at previously unachievable signal-to-noise ratios. Main-
taining desired transmission rate while improving the diversity from STC is challenging,
and the performance of the STC suffers considerably due to lack of channel state infor-
mation (CSI). This dissertation research addresses issues of considerable importance in
the design of STC with emphasis on efficient concatenation of channel coding and STC
with theoretical bound derivation of the proposed schemes, iterative space-time trellis
coding (STTC), and differential space-time codes.
First, we concatenate space-time block code (STBC) with turbo code for improving
diversity gain as well as coding gain. Proper soft-information sharing is indispensable to
the iterative decoding process. We derive the required soft outputs from STBC decoders
for passing to outer turbo code. Traditionally, the performance of STBC schemes has
been evaluated under perfect channel estimation. For fast time-varying channel, obtain-
ing the CSI is tedious if not impossible. We introduce a scheme of calculating the CSI
at the receiver from the received signal without the explicit channel estimation.
The encoder of STTC, which is generally decoded using Viterbi like algorithm, is based
on a trellis structure. This trellis structure provides an inherent advantage for the STTC
scheme that an iterative decoding is feasible with the minimal addition computational
complexity. An iteratively decoded space-time trellis coding (ISTTC) is proposed in
this dissertation, where the STTC schemes are used as constituent codes of turbo code.
Then, the performance upper bound of the proposed ISTTC is derived.
iv
Finally, for implementing STBC without channel estimation and maintaining trans-
mission rate, we concatenate differential space-time block codes (DSTBC) with ISTTC.
The serial concatenation of DSTBC or STBC with ISTTC offers improving performance,
even without an outer channel code. These schemes reduce the system complexity com-
pared to the standalone ISTTC and increase the transmission rate under the same SNR
condition. Detailed design procedures of these proposed schemes are analyzed.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the design of modern digital communication systems, the importance of coding tech-
nology has been more and more recognized among researchers in the communication field.
The energy efficiency is greatly improved by the coding scheme, although the overall
data rate is impaired from adding redundant parity bits into the original data line. This
spectral efficiency issue can be improved by a joint coded modulation technology [1]-[4],
because the design of a trellis code is built on the set partitioning scheme [2][3]. Deploy-
ing multiple antennas is another way of enhancing the data transmission rate [5][6]. The
capacity grows at least linearly with the number of transmit antennas, as long as the
number of receive antennas is less than or equal to the number of transmit antennas [7].
The reliable communication over fading channels is another challenge of current digital
communications, especially in wireless communications. The wireless communication
channel is subject to time-varying impairment such as noise, interference and multi
paths, which make it hard for the receiver to reliably determine the transmitted sig-
nal unless some less attenuated replica of the signal are provided to the receiver [8].
Transmitting the replica of the signal is called diversity, which is implemented in time,
frequency and space. Several diversity techniques have been proposed and employed in
wireless communication systems for reliable communication over fading channels [5][7].
The research of our dissertation is focused on achieving the reliable communication and
1
Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a digital communication system.
eventually improving the energy efficiency without affecting the bandwidth resources
and system complexity.
1.1 Components of Modern Digital Communication
Systems
When a digital communication system is designed, three factors, spectral efficiency, en-
ergy efficiency, and the system complexity are taken into account for trade-off. Figure 1.1
shows a simple block diagram for digital communication systems. Source and channel
coding improve the energy efficiency. The spectral efficiency is improved by employing
a higher order modulation scheme. The major concern of system design is to keep the
optimal performance utilizing the provided power and bandwidth resources, while keep-
ing the system complexity simple enough to minimize the cost.
Note that, for the analog sources, we assume that those have been digitized. Usually,
sources are not random and contain significant amounts of redundancy. The role of
source coding is to randomize these sources, that is, it eliminates the redundant infor-
mation in an efficient way. A measure of randomness is entropy. The source coding
increases the entropy of source information. On the other hand, some redundancy is
2
added to the source encoder outputs by channel coding. The channel encoder intro-
duced an error correction capability into the source encoder output to combat channel
transmission errors. But this redundancy added by channel codes are different from the
original redundancy which was in the source information, in that the redundancy we
add to the message by channel codes is controlled and the receiver has knowledge of
the structure of this redundancy [4]. The channel coding is a good method of achieving
the reliable transmission with limited transmission resources, such as power, bandwidth,
and the cost of system design. Since digital bits are not appropriate for transmission
over a physical channel, the digital modulator is used to transform them into a continu-
ous waveform in time. The modulation is composed of symbol mapping, pulse shaping,
and carrier multiplication. Whatever the channel medium is, the transmitted signal will
be distorted in a random manner by, e.g., the thermal noise generated by electronic
devices or the cosmic noise picked up by antennas [9]. The demodulator is the inverse
of the modulation process, and the channel decoder detects and corrects errors occurred
during the transmission over the channel. The source decoder reconstructs the origi-
nal information using the knowledge of the source encoder structure. Although coding
and modulation are usually treated together to improve spectral efficiency using trel-
lis coded modulation [1]-[3], coding and modulation are normally treated separately in
energy-limited wireless systems [9].
1.2 Evolution of Wireless Cellular Communications
The congestion of radio spectrum led to the proposal of cellular telephony concept. The
cellular telephone systems break the whole service area into small coverage regions called
‘cells’. Each cell is assigned a certain portion of total spectrum available for service and
those portions of spectrum are designed to be reused, when cells using the same spectrum
are located far enough. The first commercial cellular service in the United States began
in Chicago in 1983 with the Advanced Mobile Phone System (AMPS), which was placed
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in service by Ameritech [10][11]. The cellular telephony systems can provide service
to any number of customers in theory by dividing cells into smaller and smaller areas
through the process of ‘cell-splitting’ [12]. But, in practical and economical reason, it is
impossible to build a base station each cell, and further more, the network architecture
gets complicated from too frequent hand-over from one cell to another. Advances in
integrated circuit design technology enabled digital communications to be employed in
cellular telephony systems, which allowed greater spectral efficiency by implementing
coding technology. Especially, the channel coding provides error correction capability
and results in some resistance to interference that plagues analog systems.
It is around this time, early 1990’s when the second generation cellular systems began
services. Different from the digital cellular systems whose carrier frequency is 860 MHz,
new spectrum around 1.8 GHz became available in U.S. for service. These new systems
were called Personal Communication Systems (PCS), which are also implemented in
digital communications. The only difference between 860 MHz digital cellular systems
and PCS was the carrier frequency. Thus, 860 MHz band digital cellular systems and
1.8 GHz band PCS were in direct competition in this era with minimal service quality
difference. Three multiple access standards were available for the second generation sys-
tems. Northern American Time Division Multiple Access (NA-TDMA) which has been
directly evolved from AMPS was adopted as the multiple access standard by AT&T. The
NA-TDMA was designed to share the same frequencies, frequency reuse plan and base
stations of AMPS, so that dual mode base station equipment could support backward
capability [13]. The pan European digital cellular standard, known as the Global Sys-
tem Mobile (GSM) was deployed in Europe in 1991. The GSM uses frequency division
duplexing and a combination of 8 slots TDMA, with frequency hopping implemented
to provide frequency diversity [13]. On the other hand, since the code division multiple
access (CDMA) systems which Qualcomm has the original patent for were successfully
employed for commercial services in Korea, the occupation of CDMA standard has been
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growing fast over the world. All users transmit simultaneously at the same time and fre-
quency in CDMA, but each user is assigned with his unique code that performs spreading
of the original information spectrum. Even though all users share the same spectrum,
users can be separated from each other at the receiver by the fact that all users appear
to be orthogonal with one another.
The needs for the integration of these three different multiple access standards led to
the conception of the third generation (3G) personal communication systems, which,
we hoped, would eventually enable the global roaming and much faster data transmis-
sion rate. But, those three standards, NA-TDMA, GSM, and CDMA have evolved into
UWC-136 (Universal Wireless Communications - 136), WCDMA (Wideband CDMA),
and cdma2000, respectively.
There are six major service providers, Verizon, Sprint, Cingular, AT&TWireless, Nextel,
and VoiceStream (Now it is changed to T-mobile) in U.S. and majority stockholders of
some of the providers are European and Japanese carriers who have already adopted W-
CDMA as their 3G standard. Thus, 3G in U.S. may be heading toward both W-CDMA
and cdma2000 as the platform for the next generation of mobile applications [14]. Five
out of those six major carriers except for Sprint are likely to adopt W-CDMA as 3G
standard. Even though Verizon implemented CDMA for 2G systems, British worldwide
carrier Vodafone, which owns about 45% of Verizon would encourage Verizon to switch
to W-CDMA. Shortage of spectrum may seriously undermine 3G implementation in the
United States. The frequency band between 2.520 and 2.670 GHz has already been
identified for 3G. However, this means that the six big carriers will have an average
of somewhere between 25 MHz and 35 MHz of spectrum. In marked contrast, the big
European carriers have about 90 MHz. As a result, many feel that the United States
does not currently have adequate spectrum for a full-fledged nationwide implementation
of 3G mobile services. The FCC has been discussing the possible allocation of the 1.710
to 1.755 GHz band, primarily used by the U.S. Department of Defense, and the 2.110 to
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2.150 GHz band, which is used by schools and health care centers [14]. But, because of
enormous cost required for moving these spectrum, the rollout of 3G in U.S. is getting
delayed.
1.3 Space-Time Codes
Different from the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel, fading effect of
wireless communication channels introduces serious performance degradation to digital
communication systems. Under the limited resources such as the transmitter power or
the size of antennas, the diversity that some less attenuated replica of the signal are
provided to the receiver is the solution to combat the fading channel effect. The di-
versity system is implemented in time, frequency, and space. Time diversity makes the
same information-bearing signal transmitted in several different time slots, where the
separation between successive time slots equals or exceeds the coherence time of the
channel, whereas in frequency diversity method, the same information-bearing signal is
transmitted on several carriers, where the separation between successive carriers equals
or exceeds the coherence bandwidth of the channel [15]. The fact that signals transmit-
ted over different carriers induce different multipath structures and independent fading
provides frequency diversity. The transmitter and/or receiver uses multiple antennas
that are separated for transmission and/or reception to create independent fading chan-
nels in space diversity [5]. Recently, transmit diversity has been heavily studied to
combat the signal distortion caused from the channel multipath fading effect. The same
information-bearing signals are linearly arranged to be transmitted in different time
slots and in multiple antennas using transmit diversity. The number of transmitters for
transmit diversity is limited to two, but space-time block codes (STBC) introduces a
general implementation method for any number of transmitters to obtain certain diver-
sity gain with the help of mathematics of orthogonal design. The terms diversity gain,
diversity advantage, or diversity order is used often in this dissertation, which represents
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the degree of a diversity system. That is, for the same BER, the difference of SNR in
decibels between the system with diversity and without the diversity. The diversity only
mitigates small scale fading effects, since all diversity channels are affected identically
by the large scale fading [13].
As for the space-time trellis codes (STTC), the same information-bearing signal is trans-
mitted in space and time along a trellis and is decoded at the receiver using a Viterbi
algorithm. Since STTC can be viewed as the combination of channel codes with symbol
mapping onto multiple transmit antennas, it achieves the diversity gain as well as some
coding gains [7]. The STTC can be used as the constituent codes of turbo codes owing
to its inherent trellis coding property [16]-[18]. In this dissertation, we propose a similar
scheme, the iteratively decoded space-time trellis codes (ISTTC), and derive the perfor-
mance upper bound on BER. When the STTC is implemented together with STBC in
series, the performance improvement is observed without changing the rate over the sys-
tem with STTC only. Therefore, we also apply the iterative decoding principle into the
STTC-STBC scheme (ISTTC-STBC) to achieve the improvement in both the rate and
performance. Whereas the ISTTC or ISTTC-STBC are designed for flat fading chan-
nels, we combine OFDM in series with the ISTTC or ISTTC-STBC (ISTTC-OFDM
with or without STBC) to overcome the frequency selective channel environment. The
performance of an OFDM system under the assumption of perfect channel estimation
was shown in [19]. We propose to design the ISTTC-OFDM with or without STBC
under the perfect channel estimation assumption.
Reference [20] shows various ways of designing STBC from the classical mathematical
framework of orthogonal designs in terms of diversity order and transmission rate. The
numbers of transmit antennas are limited to 3, 5, 6 and 7 based on the full rate or-
thogonal design [20]. Transmission rate (R) is defined to be R = K/T , where K is
the number of constellation symbols and T is the number of time slots, and it is called
the full rate when R is 1. The number of transmit antennas is limited to 2 for the
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complex orthogonal design proposed in [21] to obtain the full rate and the full diversity
simultaneously, where the full diversity is defined to be the number of transmit antenna
times the number of receiver antenna [7][20]. Reference [22] proposed a new design
method, quasi-orthogonal design method for STBC providing higher transmission rate
while sacrificing the diversity order. The complex orthogonal designs in [20] are trying
to achieve the full diversity (order, 1), though they sacrifice the transmission rate. Full
transmission rate is more important for very low SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) and high
BER (Bit Error Rate), whereas the full diversity is the right choice for high SNR and
low BER [22].
The space-time codes (STC) require accurate channel state information (CSI) for a
proper operation, but obtaining CSI is not an easy job, since fading channels are so
fast variant that it is difficult to get an optimal channel model. Reference [23] proposed
a transmit diversity with no channel estimation (TDNC) and [24] introduces a STBC
with no channel estimation (STBCNC) for any number of transmitters. Overall system
complexity will be reduced without the channel estimation. The normalized Doppler fre-
quency, fdTs is restricted to be less than 10
−4 for STBCNC to work optimally, when the
optimal performance is defined as 3 dB performance degradation for the system without
channel estimation over the coherent system, but the concatenation of turbo codes to
STBC is observed to loosen the restriction on fdTs, with the help of the interleaver in
turbo codes [23]-[25]. In spite of all these benefits, the STBCNC in [23] requires the
transmission of symbols known to the receiver at the beginning and hence is not truly
differential. But, recently, differential space-time block coding (DSTBC) was proposed
to achieve diversity gain with no channel estimation [27]-[30]. We review a DSTBC
scheme according to [27] and combine it with ISTTC in this dissertation to provide di-
versity and considerable coding gains to the system over fading channels without extra
channel codes and channel estimation.
Concatenated codes provide the desired error performance with a relatively lower overall
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implementation complexity than what should be required by a single code. Therefore, we
propose to concatenate turbo codes with STBC designed in various methods to obtain
an improvement in coding gains in this dissertation.
1.4 Channel Codes
On the contrary to two way systems between transmitters and receivers in which auto-
matic repeat request (ARQ) is available for error detection and retransmission, the error
control scheme for one way systems is forward error correction (FEC), which detects
and corrects errors at the receiver. The channel coding block in Figure 1.1 represents
the FEC. The FEC has been developed from the late 1940’s, based on the Shannon’s
mathematical ground works that set forth the theoretical basis for channel coding, bet-
ter known as ‘Information Theory’ [31]. Whereas Shannon’s ‘Information Theory’ puts
ground works on the theoretical limits of reliable communications, the first practical
FEC scheme was developed by Hamming and Golay [32][33]. The early Hamming codes
collect groups of 4 information bits and map them into 7 bits codewords. But it was
not efficient to add three redundant check bits for every four information bits. The
binary Golay scheme gathers 12 bits and then computes 11 parity bits, which is capable
of correcting up to three bits in the 23 bit codeword. Golay also proposed the ternary
Golay code, which operates on ternary numbers instead of binary [34]. Thus, the gen-
eral approach of Hamming and Golay codes were to group q-ary symbols (binary bits
for Hamming codes) into blocks of k and then add n-k parity symbols to produce n
symbol codeword [11]. The next development in FEC is ‘cyclic codes’. The Hamming
and Golay codes were linear codes, that is, the modulo-q sum of any two codewords is
itself a codeword. Likewise, cyclic codes are linear block codes, since any cyclic shift of
a codeword is also a codeword. The advantages of cyclic codes against Hamming and
Golay codes are in the reduced complexity of encoders and decoders, and a simple rep-
resentation of codewords by ‘generator polynomial’. An important subclass of the cyclic
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codes was discovered by Bose and Ray-Chaudhuri, which is known as BCH codes [35].
The binary BCH codes include Hamming and Golay codes whose correctable number
of errors is bounded by t < (2m − 1)/2. BCH codes were extended to non-binary case
by Reed and Solomon [36]. However, Reed Solomon (RS) codes could not find practical
applications until Berlekamp-Massey algorithm was proposed as an efficient decoding
algorithm for RS codes [37]-[41].
Block codes have several drawbacks. Fist of all, because of the frame oriented nature
of block codes, the entire codeword should be received before decoding can begin. The
next drawback is that frame synchronization is required. The last drawback is hard-bit
decision outputs out of block code decoders. The output of the channel is taken to be
binary with hard-decision decoding, whereas the channel output is continuous-valued
with soft-decision decoding. Therefore, a continuous-valued channel output is required
to achieve the performance bound predicted by Shannon. Different approach from block
codes, convolutional codes were introduced to overcome these drawbacks [42]. Convolu-
tional encoders,instead of grouping data into a frame, add redundancy to a continuous
stream of input data by using a shift register whose mapping from k information bits
to n code bits is a function of the past data bits. Convolutional codes did not see many
applications until the Viterbi algorithm (VA), the most efficient decoding algorithm of
convolutional codes, had been introduced [43]. As an alternative to the maximum likeli-
hood algorithm, VA, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm better known as BCJR
algorithm named after the acronym of authors was proposed in [44].
The BCJR algorithm could not draw much attention due to its complexity only to achieve
the similar performance to VA, until turbo codes were proposed by Berrou et al. in [45].
Turbo codes achieve the performance close to the Shannon bound with the combination
of two or more convolutional codes, interleavers, and MAP iterative decoding algorithms.
Several modified decoding algorithms such as soft-output VA (SOVA), or Max-Log-MAP,
etc. have been introduced [46][47]. The claimed performance in [45] was so good that
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people reacted with skepticism initially, but recently many researchers around the world
have been able to reproduce and even improve the results. After the discovery of turbo
codes, parallel concatenated convolutional codes, some other implementation schemes
such as serial concatenated convolutional codes or hybrid concatenated convolutional
codes were proposed [48]. Those schemes in [48] performs better than the parallel con-
catenated convolutional codes over high SNR area due to its superior distance profile,
which result in lowering the error floor of turbo codes.
1.5 Outline of Dissertation
The research of this dissertation began from the fundamental ground works of STC in
[7][8][20]-[23], and iterative channel codes, turbo codes. The step by step implementation
of VA, and MAP decoding algorithm led to the successful implementation of turbo codes,
which were effective channel codes for AWGN channel. The diversity gain obtained
from STC effectively overcomes the Rayleigh fading channels, which virtually turns the
fading channels into AWGN channels. At this point, our research proposed the serial
concatenation of turbo codes with STC to improve coding gain of the overall system. The
STTC, different from STBC, achieves slight coding gain in addition to the substantial
diversity gain. The STTC will be iteratively implemented to result in much improved
coding gains as well as diversity gain. For frequency selective channels, we combine the
iteratively implemented STTC with OFDM.
This dissertation is organized in the order from the background research to the most
recent research outcomes including the future works. In Chapter 2, we provide basic
review of STC and reproduce simulation results. We study channel codes in Chapter 3
emphasizing convolutional codes and turbo codes. In Chapter 4, turbo codes are serially
concatenated with STBC designed in various different schemes. We derive the soft
decision equations for those STBC schemes in this Chapter. In Chapter 5, we propose
new STBC schemes with no channel estimation, and also concatenate them with turbo
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codes. In Chapter 6, the iteratively decoded STTC (ISTTC) are described using the
STTC as an constituent code. The performance bound on BER for the ISTTC is derived
in the chapter. The iterative decoding principle is applied for STTC-STBC in Chapter 7.
In Chapter 8, we review the DSTBC schemes and combine them with ISTTC to achieve
diversity and coding gains without channel estimation and channel codes. We combined
an OFDM with the ISTTC in series to combat frequency selective channels in Chapter 9.
Research contributions and future works are discussed in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 2
Space-Time Codes
Recent information of the spatial and temporal characteristics on the multiple-input
multiple output (MIMO) channel spawns a new type of codes, space-time codes (STC)
providing improvements in system capacity and reliable communication. Several schemes
using the MIMO channel model have been proposed over the last several years, among
which the main classes are: Space-Time Block Codes (STBC), proposed by Alam-
outi [21], Space-Time Trellis Codes (STTC), proposed by Tarokh et. al. [7], and Bell
Labs Layered Space-Time Architecture (BLAST), proposed by Foschini et. al. [49].
Encoding and Decoding schemes of STBC are obtained through the help of the math-
ematics of orthogonal design, which limits the number of transmitters and receivers to
achieve full diversity at the cost of the rate. The biggest advantage of STBC is in the
simplicity of system which uses only linear processing at the decoder end. Also STBC
is easy to concatenate with some other forward error correction codes like convolutional
codes to enhance the coding gain, even though the diversity is gained from STBC. On
the other hand, STTC, itself is the combination of channel codes with symbol mapping
onto multiple transmit antennas. Therefore, STTC achieves the same diversity gain as
the Maximal Ratio Receive Combining (MRRC) scheme as well as some coding gains [7].
Let us delve more into these STBC and STTC schemes, starting from the flat fading
MIMO channel in this chapter.
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2.1 Flat Fading MIMO Channel
The flat fading MIMO channel is modeled by an NxM channel matrix A whose ele-
ment represents the complex fade coefficient (channel path gains, αn,m) from the nth
transmitter to the mth receiver, where N and M are the number of transmitters and
receivers, respectively. In this dissertation, αn,ms are assumed to be independent with
one another, and follows the Clarke’s model for simulation [50][51]. The flat fading
channel implies no channel induced ISI among multiple antenna elements. The fading
coefficients are Rayleigh distributed, which is formed from a large number of scattering
channel environments. The channel is sometimes assumed to be quasi-static such that its
time coherence is greater than the duration of a symbol period. Except for the decoding
algorithm without channel estimation, it is also assumed that the channel is estimated
perfectly at the receiver end, that is, αn,ms are available at the receiver for decoding.
The total transmit power is divided uniformly across multiple transmit antennas. The
capacity of MIMO channels are originally given by Foschini and Gans [6], which is,
C = log2 det
[
IM + (SNR/N)A
HA
]
, (2.1)
where AH corresponds to the hermitian matrix of A, and SNR is the signal-to-noise
ratio at the mth receiver. IM is an MxM identity matrix. The following sub-sections
address the details of (2.1) and the Clarke’s model.
2.1.1 Capacity of Flat Fading MIMO Channels
A. Single-Input Single-Output Channel Since N and M are one, respectively, A
in (2.1) is a complex scalar. Thus, the channel capacity becomes
C = log2(1 + SNR|A|2), (2.2)
where |A|2 is the normalized power characteristic of channel. The famous Shannon
capacity formula in [31] for AWGN is obtained by putting A to be one.
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B. Single-Input Multiple-Output Channel with MRRC For an optimal maximal
ratio receiver combining (MRRC), the receiver employs linear combining with the
channel fade coefficients as weights in order to maximize the SNR at the out-
put of the combining stage. That is, while the signal components are coherently
combined, the noise terms are not added coherently (noise terms across multiple
receive elements are independent) [13][51]. Hence, the channel capacity for this
case is
C = log2
[
1 + SNR
M∑
m=1
|αm|2
]
, (2.3)
where αm is the channel path coefficient at the mth receiver.
C. Multiple-Input Single-Output Channel This channel corresponds to transmit
diversity, and the channel capacity is
C = log2
[
1 + (SNR/N)
N∑
n=1
|αn|2
]
. (2.4)
Here, we assume that the total transmit power is divided uniformly over N trans-
mitters.
D. Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Channel For N=M elements, the multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) channel corresponds to the case of N parallel chan-
nels, each of which has line-of-sight (LOS) between the nth transmitter and the
mth receiver of m=n. That is, the channel matrix is the diagonal identity matrix,
A=IN . Thus, the capacity becomes,
C = Nlog2 (1 + (SNR/N)) . (2.5)
The channel capacity of each aforementioned case increases as we go from case A to D,
MIMO channel, and the channel capacity also increases in accordance with the number
of transmitter and receiver [6]. The high channel capacity is indispensable for the high
data transmission. Hence, the MIMO channel provides fundamental ground to design
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Figure 2.1: Plane waves arriving at random angles.
new coding technology for achieving our design goals of wireless communication, the
high spectral efficiency (data rate, capacity), the high energy efficiency (error correction
capability), and the simple system design complexity.
Before we describe the new coding technology, STC, let us go over the Clarke’s model
for flat fading channels.
2.1.2 Clarke’s Model for Flat Fading
A flat fading channel model where the statistical characteristics of the electromagnetic
fields of the received signal at the mobile are deduced from scattering is developed by
Clarke [50][51]. There are several assumptions for this model. The field incident on the
mobile antenna is composed of K azimuthal plane waves with arbitrary carrier phases,
arbitrary azimuthal angles of arrival, and each wave having equal average amplitude,
which is based on the fact that the scattered components arriving at a receiver will
experience similar attenuation over small-scale distances in the absence of a direct line-
of-sight path. The other one is the flat fading assumption that no excess delay due to
multipath is assumed for any of the waves.
Figure 2.1 shows a diagram of plane waves incident on a mobile traveling at a velocity v,
in the x-direction. The angle of arrival is measured in the x-y plane with respect to the
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direction of motion. For the jth wave arriving at an angle ϕj to the x-axis, the Doppler
shift in Hertz is given by
fj =
v
λ
cosϕj, (2.6)
where λ is the wavelength of the incident wave.
The E and H field components for the incident plane waves are
Ez = E0
∑K
j=1Cjcos(2πfct+ θj),
Hx = −E0η
∑K
j=1Cjsinϕjcos(2πfct+ θj),
Hy = −E0η
∑K
j=1Cjcosϕjcos(2πfct+ θj),
(2.7)
where E0 is the real amplitude of local average E-field (constant), Cj is a real random
variable representing the amplitude of individual waves, η is the intrinsic impedance
of free space, and fc is the carrier frequency. The random phase of the nth arriving
component θj is given by
θj = 2πfjt+ φj. (2.8)
Based on the analysis of Rice [52][53], the E-field in (2.7) can be expressed in an in-phase
and quadrature form
Ez = Tc(t)cos(2πfct)− Ts(t)sin(2πfct), (2.9)
where Tc(t) and Ts(t) are E0
∑K
j=1Cjcos(2πfjt + φj) and E0
∑K
j=1Cjsin(2πfjt + φj),
respectively. The envelope of the E-field in (2.9) is given by
|Ez| =
√
T 2c (t) + T
2
s (t) = r(t). (2.10)
Since Tc(t) and Ts(t) are Gaussian random processes, the random received signal envelope
r has a Rayleigh distribution given through a Jacobean transformation as
p(r) =
{
r
σ2
exp
(
− r2
2σ2
)
0 ≤ r ≤ ∞
0 r < 0
(2.11)
where σ2 = E20/2.
A spectrum analysis for Clarke’s model was developed by Gans in [54]. The spectrum
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Figure 2.2: Frequency domain implementation of a Rayleigh fading simulator at base-
band.
is centered on the carrier frequency and is zero outside the limits of fc ± fm, where fm
is the maximum Doppler frequency shift. For the case of a vertical λ/4 antenna, and a
uniform distribution of power p(ϕ) = 1/2π over 0 to 2π, the output spectrum is given
as [51]
SEz(f) =
1.5
πfm
√
1−
(
f−fc
fm
)2 . (2.12)
A computer simulation program implementing flat fading channels with Doppler fre-
quency effect was demonstrated by Smith in [55]. A complex Gaussian random number
generator produces a baseband line spectrum with complex weights, and then multiplied
with a discrete frequency representation of
√
SEz(f). To implement the simulator shown
in Figure 2.2, the following procedures are used:
A. Specify the number of frequency domain points (Ns) used to represent
√
SEz(f) and
the maximum Doppler frequency shift (fm). The value Ns is usually a power of 2.
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B. Compute the frequency spacing between adjacent spectral lines as ∆f = 2fm/(Ns−
1). This defines the time duration of a fading waveform, T = 1/∆f .
C. Generate complex Gaussian random variables for each of the Ns/2 positive frequency
components of the noise source.
D. Construct the negative frequency components of the noise source by conjugating
positive frequency values and assigning these at negative frequency values.
E. Multiply the in-phase and quadrature noise sources by the fading spectrum
√
SEz(f).
F-a. Perform an IFFT on the resulting frequency domain signals from the in-phase and
quadrature arms to get two Ns-length time series, and add the squares of each
signal point in time to create an Ns-point time series like under the radical of
equation (2.10).
F-b. Since the upper flow and the lower flow in Figure 2.2 are in-phase and quadrature
phase with each other, we take the angle between two components per each point.
G. Take the square root of the sum obtained in step F-a to obtain an Ns point time
series of a simulated Rayleigh fading signal with the proper Doppler spread and
time correlation.
H. Multiply 1/(
√
2rms) to the outputs of step G, where rms is the root mean square
value of each output of step G.
I. Take a cos of each angle point obtained out of the step F-b, and multiply it to
the output of step H to get the in-phase component of Rayleigh fading channel
coefficient. Take a sin of each angle point obtained out of the step F-b, and
multiply it to the output of step H to get the quadrature phase component of
Rayleigh fading channel coefficient. The I and Q in Figure 2.2 represent the in-
phase and quadrature phase components of Rayleigh fading simulation outputs.
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Figure 2.3: A typical Rayleigh fading envelope with fdTs, 0.01.
A simulation result according to the aforementioned simulation procedure is shown in
Figure 2.3. A Rayleigh fading envelope in dB is plotted over the elapsed time in ms.
The parameters for this simulation in Figure 2.3 are the normalized Doppler frequency
fdTs, 0.01, sampling points Ns, 10
3, and sampling frequency fs, 10
4.
2.2 Space-Time Block Codes
A space-time block codes (STBC) can be generally represented by a TxN transmission
matrix G, where T is the number of time slots for transmitting one block of symbols and
N is the number of transmit antennas. In this chapter, various STBC design schemes will
be introduced through the help of orthogonal design mathematics. Since the transmit
diversity is a special case of STBC, let us begin this chapter by reviewing the transmit
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Figure 2.4: Block diagram of transmit diversity transmitter and receiver.
diversity.
2.2.1 Transmit Diversity Review
The transmit diversity (it is also called ‘Alamouti Scheme’) is the scheme that STBC
is designed in complex orthogonal method using two transmit antennas to achieve full
transmission rate and full diversity.
Figure 2.4 shows the block diagram of a transmit diversity scheme with two transmitters
and one receiver. Channel path gains between transmitters and the receiver are denoted
as α0 and α1. Assuming that the fading channel is constant across two consecutive
symbols, the received signal at time t and t + τ is denoted as r0 and r1 at the receiver
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end, where τ represents one symbol period.
r0 = α0s0 + α1s1 + η0,
r1 = −α0s∗1 + α1s∗0 + η1, (2.13)
where η0 and η1 represent zero mean complex AWGN. Two symbol signals passed
through QPSK symbol mapping are simultaneously transmitted from two transmit-
ters at a given symbol period. Once s0 and s1 are denoted as symbols transmitted
from transmitter 0 and transmitter 1, respectively, then -s∗1 and s
∗
0 are transmitted from
transmitter 0 and 1 over the next symbol period.
Two outputs of Linear Combiner at the receiver are denoted as s˜0 and s˜1 as follows,
s˜0 = α
∗
0r0 + α1r
∗
1,
s˜1 = α
∗
1r0 − α0r∗1. (2.14)
For two receivers case, we can define the received signal at time t and t + τ to be r0,0
and r1,0 at receiver 0, and r0,1 and r1,1 at receiver 1. Channel path gains between the
nth transmitter and the mth receiver also can be denoted as αn,m. Then the received
signals are
r0,0 = α0,0s0 + α1,0s1 + η0,0,
r1,0 = −α0,0s∗1 + α1,0s∗0 + η1,0,
r0,1 = α0,1s0 + α1,1s1 + η0,1,
r1,1 = −α0,1s∗1 + α1,1s∗0 + η1,1,
(2.15)
where η0,0 and η1,0 represent zero mean complex AWGN at time t and t+ τ for receiver
0, and η0,1 and η1,1 for receiver 1. Hence, two outputs s˜0 and s˜1 are given as [21]
s˜0 = α
∗
0,0r0,0 + α1,0r
∗
1,0 + α
∗
0,1r0,1 + α1,1r
∗
1,1,
s˜1 = α
∗
1,0r0,0 − α0,0r∗1,0 + α∗1,1r0,1 − α0,1r∗1,1. (2.16)
For PSK signals, the decision rule may be simplified to choose si iff
d2(˜s0, si) ≤ d2(˜s0, sk) (2.17)
, for all i = k.
Figure 2.5 shows the BER performance comparison of coherent QPSK with MRRC
(Maximal Ratio Receiver Combining: Combining the received signals transmitted from
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Figure 2.5: BER performance comparison of coherent QPSK between MRRC and trans-
mit diversity in Rayleigh fading.
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Table 2.1: QPSK Symbol Mapping I
Index Bits Modulation
st u0u1 It = I(st)
0 0 0 1√
2
+ j 1√
2
1 1 0 − 1√
2
+ j 1√
2
2 1 1 − 1√
2
− j 1√
2
3 0 1 1√
2
− j 1√
2
one transmitter,at the multiple receiver antennas using the linear combination), with
the no-diversity system, and with the transmit diversity in Rayleigh fading channel
environment. Although the transmit diversity is supposed to show the same diversity
gain as MRRC, it is observed that there is about 3dB penalty for using transmit diversity
opposed to using MRRC. That is because the total transmitted power is equally split
among those two transmitter antennas, resulting in 3 dB reduced SNR.
We did not take the Doppler frequency effect into account for Rayleigh fading channel
for this simulation. Since the statistics for the envelope of channel impulse response is a
Rayleigh distribution where the channel impulse response is a complex Gaussian random
process, we generate zero mean complex Gaussian random numbers with variance 0.5
for the channel information, αn,m. Since we perform a baseband simulation, QPSK
modulation symbol mapping is done as in Table 2.1. From Table 2.1, the energy per
symbol Es is obtained as
Es =
1
2
|In|2 = 1
2
.
For no ISI continuous time channel with unit energy square root Nyquist pulses and a
matched filter receiver, the symbol pulse energy Es is
1
2
and the noise variance (Equiv-
alent baseband representation of white noise) at the output of the matched filter is
σ2η = N0 =
Es
Es/N0
=
1
2Es/N0
,
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where N0
2
is two sided spectral density of white noise. Hence, the noise variance σ2η is
1/(2SNR). For N transmitters, the variance becomes N/(2SNR). This fact makes the
3 dB difference in performance between MRRC and transmit diversity.
We also need to explain how we obtained the MRRC results in Figure 2.5. When
we denote the channel between the transmitter and the ith receiver to be αi, and the
received signal at the ith receiver to be ri, then the baseband received signal is
ri = αis0 + ηi, (2.18)
where ηi is AWGN at the ith receiver. Hence, the receiver combining scheme for total
M receivers is as follows:
s˜0 = α
∗
0r0 + α
∗
1r1 + ...+ α
∗
MrM . (2.19)
Therefore, the decision rule for PSK signals is to choose si iff
d2(s˜0, si) ≤ d2(s˜0, sk) (2.20)
, for all i = k.
2.2.2 STBC Designed in Orthogonal Method
A Space-Time Block Code (STBC) can be generally represented by a T x N transmission
matrix G, where T is the number of time slots needed for transmitting symbols processed
repeatedly together and N is the number of transmit antennas [8][20][22]. The rate R
of G is defined as K/T , where K represents the number of constellation symbols in G.
R is the relative concept to the maximum possible rate of a full-diversity code which is
less than or equal to one (R ≤ 1) [7][22].
We consider a wireless communication system with N transmission antennas and M
receiver antennas. The channel is assumed to be quasi-static so that the path gains,
αn,m from n
th transmit antenna to mth receiver antenna, are constant over a time frame
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of length T and vary from one frame to another. The channel is also assumed to be flat
fading. The received signal rt,m at the receiver antenna m and at the receiving time t is
given by
rt,m =
N−1∑
n=0
αn,mCt,n + ηt,m. (2.21)
The real and imaginary part of ηt,m have equal variance N/(2SNR), assuming the energy
of each symbol is 1/2 in baseband.
We consider that a maximum-likelihood receiver decides erroneously in favor of a signal,
et,n, assuming that signals Ct,n, n = 0, 2, ..., N − 1 and t = 0, 1, ..., l− 1 are transmitted
simultaneously from the nth transmit antennas at each time slot, t [7][20]. Then, for a
block of data of length l, we define the NxN error matrix A as
A(C, e) =
l−1∑
l=0
(Cl − el)(Cl − el)∗ (2.22)
where (.)∗ denotes the conjugate operation for scalars and the conjugate transpose for
matrices and vectors [5]. References [7] and [20] introduce the following diversity crite-
rion that the matrix, A must be full rank for any pair of distinct codewords C and e in
order to achieve the maximum diversity MN . If A(C, e) has minimum rank r over those
pairs of distinct codewords, then a diversity of rM is achieved.
For the STBC designed in orthogonal methods where the columns of transmission ma-
trices are orthogonal, we describe the encoding and decoding algorithm in detail.
A. Encoding Algorithm T x N , a Space-Time Block Code matrix, G is composed of
linear combinations of constellation symbols s0, s1, ..., sK−1 and their conjugates.
Each symbol is formed by logMPSK2 bits, where MPSK represents the number of
symbol constellations according to the modulation method. Encoding only requires
linear processing, because elements of G are linear combinations of constellation
symbols and their conjugates. It is required that
GHG =
(
|x1|2 + ...+ |xK |2
)
I,
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where GH is the Hermitian of G and I is the NxN identity matrix.
At the first time frame, the first row of G is transmitted through all transmitters at
the same time, where each column of G represents each transmitter. The number
of rows, T , represents the total number of time slots transmitting all K symbols.
For instance, two transmitter codes achieving full rate and full diversity are repre-
sented in G2 and the rate 1/2 codes using three transmitters achieving full diversity
can be given in G3 as follows,
G2 =
[
s0 s1
-s∗1 s
∗
0
]
, G3 =


s0 s1 s2
-s1 s0 -s3
-s2 s3 s0
-s3 -s2 s1
s∗0 s
∗
1 s
∗
2
-s∗1 s
∗
0 -s
∗
3
-s∗2 s
∗
3 s
∗
0
-s∗3 -s
∗
2 s
∗
1


. (2.23)
As we see from Equation (2.23), G2 is the same scheme as transmit diversity
described in section 2.2.1.
B. Decoding Algorithm For a known channel state information, the decision metric
at the receiver is given by,
argmin
sx
M−1∑
m=0
T−1∑
t=0
∣∣∣∣∣rt,m −
N−1∑
n=0
αn,mCt,n
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(2.24)
over all possible sx. This maximum likelihood decoding is achieved only using lin-
ear processing at the receiver, which makes the decoder simple in complexity. Let
us illustrate the decoding process by an STBC designed in the complex orthogonal
method with two transmitters, G2 of Equation (2.23) [8][26].
The maximum likelihood decision of metric (2.24) for G2 is expanded as
M−1∑
m=0
[
|r0,m|2 − 2A1 + A2 + |r1,m|2 − 2B1 +B2
]
, (2.25)
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where
A1 = r
∗
0,m
∑1
n=0 αn,mC0,n + r0,m
(∑1
n=0 αn,mC0,n
)∗
,
A2 =
∣∣∣∑1n=0 αn,mC0,n∣∣∣2,
B1 = r
∗
1,m
∑1
n=0 αn,mC1,n + r1,m
(∑1
n=0 αn,mC1,n
)∗
,
B2 =
∣∣∣∑1n=0 αn,mC1,n∣∣∣2.
(2.26)
Using the following properties of complex numbers
|xy| = |x||y|,
|x− y|2 = |x|2 − 2(x∗y + xy∗) + |y|2,
(x+ y)∗ = (x∗ + y∗),
(2.27)
deleting the terms (|r0,m|2 and |r1,m|2) that are independent of codewords, and
using the following relation
A2 +B2 = 2(|s0|2 + |s1|2)
1∑
n=0
|αn,m|2, (2.28)
we can get the decision metric as
M−1∑
m=0
[
−(AA+BB) + (|s0|2 + |s1|2)
1∑
n=0
|αn,m|2
]
, (2.29)
where
AA = r0,mα
∗
0,ms
∗
0 + r
∗
0,mα0,ms0 + r1,mα
∗
1,ms0 + r
∗
1,mα1,ms
∗
0,
BB = r0,mα
∗
1,ms
∗
1 + r
∗
0,mα1,ms1 − r1,mα∗0,ms1 − r∗1,mα0,ms∗1. (2.30)
The metric (2.29) decomposes into two parts, one of which
M−1∑
m=0
[
−AA + |s0|2
1∑
n=0
|αn,m|2
]
(2.31)
is only a function of s0, and the other one
M−1∑
m=0
[
−BB + |s1|2
1∑
n=0
|αn,m|2
]
(2.32)
is only a function of s1.
Adding terms, |r0,mα∗0,m + r∗1,mα1,m|2 that are independent of codewords and mul-
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tiplying an integer, 2 to the decision metric (2.31) do not affect the overall perfor-
mance. Thus, the metric (2.31) becomes
∑M−1
m=0 [|r0,mα∗0,m + r∗1,mα1,m|2 − 2{r0,mα∗0,ms∗0 + r∗0,mα0,ms0 + r1,mα∗1,ms0 + r∗1,mα1,ms∗0}
+|s0|2 − |s0|2 + |s0|2∑1n=0 |αn,m|2]
=
∑M−1
m=0 [|{r0,mα∗0,m + r∗1,mα1,m} − s0|2 + (−1 +
∑1
n=0 |αn,m|2)|s0|2].
(2.33)
In the same way, the metric (2.32) is obtained as
∑M−1
m=0 [|{r0,mα∗1,m − r∗1,mα0,m} − s1|2 + (−1 +
∑1
n=0 |αn,m|2)|s1|2]. (2.34)
For PSK systems, the second terms in Equation (2.33) and (2.34) are constant for
all symbols case. Thus, the outputs of linear combiner at the receiver end of a
STBC system are computed as
s˜0 =
∑M−1
m=0
{
r0,mα
∗
0,m + r
∗
1,mα1,m
}
,
s˜1 =
∑M−1
m=0
{
r0,mα
∗
1,m − r∗1,mα0,m
}
.
(2.35)
It is no wonder that Equation (2.35) is observed to be equal to Equations (2.14)
and (2.16), since G2 scheme is the matrix form of transmit diversity.
Hence, the decision rule for Maximum Likelihood Decoder may be simplified to
choose si for PSK systems,
iff d2(˜sx, si) ≤ d2(˜sx, sk), (2.36)
for all i = k. s˜x represents either s˜0 or s˜1. Since the output of STBC decoder, s˜x
is in the form of soft information, this is passed to the turbo decoder for coding
gain improvement, when STBC is concatenated by turbo codes [5][25][56].
The soft output, s˜ for G3 also can be obtained in the same way as for G2 scheme.
Hence, for PSK systems, s˜ for G3 is acquired as
s˜0 =
∑M−1
m=0 (r0,mα
∗
0,m + r1,mα
∗
1,m + r2,mα
∗
2,m + r
∗
4,mα0,m + r
∗
5,mα1,m + r
∗
6,mα2,m),
s˜1 =
∑M−1
m=0 (r0,mα
∗
1,m − r1,mα∗0,m + r3,mα∗2,m + r∗4,mα1,m − r∗5,mα0,m + r∗7,mα2,m),
s˜2 =
∑M−1
m=0 (r0,mα
∗
2,m − r2,mα∗0,m − r3,mα∗1,m + r∗4,mα2,m − r∗6,mα0,m − r∗7,mα1,m),
s˜3 =
∑M−1
m=0 (−r1,mα∗2,m + r2,mα∗1,m − r3,mα∗0,m − r∗5,mα2,m + r∗6,mα1,m − r∗7,mα0,m).
(2.37)
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Figure 2.6: BER performance comparison of coherent QPSK between STBC, G2 scheme
and G3 scheme in Rayleigh fading.
Figure 2.6 shows the BER performance comparison of coherent QPSK with STBC,
G2 scheme and with G3 scheme in Rayleigh fading channel environment. Since both
G2 and G3 schemes are designed to achieve full diversity, the diversity gain for both
schemes is MN , where M and N represent the number of receivers and the number of
transmitters. That is, the diversity for the G2 scheme with one and two receivers are 2
and 4, respectively. In the same way, the diversity advantage for the G3 scheme with
one and two receivers are 3 and 6. As we observe from Figure 2.6, the performance gets
better in the order of diversity gain.
For this simulation, we generate zero mean complex Gaussian random numbers with
variance 0.5 for the channel information, αn,m.
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2.2.3 STBC Designed in Quasi Orthogonal Method
Transmission matrices designed in quasi orthogonal method are not orthogonal in columns
but in groups.
A. Encoding Algorithm Whereas the codes designed in orthogonal methods use the
orthogonal property of the codes, [22] proposed structures that are not orthogonal
but rather divided into groups. The columns within each group are not orthogonal
to each other, but different groups are orthogonal among each other. This structure
is called a quasi-orthogonal design [22]. We can take the following STBC for
N=T=K=4 achieving full rate with a diversity of 2M as an example designed in
the quasi-orthogonal method,
G4 =


s0 s1 s2 s3
-s∗1 s
∗
0 -s
∗
3 s
∗
2
-s∗2 -s
∗
3 s
∗
0 s
∗
1
s3 -s2 -s1 s0

 . (2.38)
It has been proved from [20] that the full diversity of 4M for a rate one code is
impossible for the matrix, G4. Thus, STBC designed in quasi orthogonal method
achieves the full transmission rate at the cost of diversity gains.
B. Decoding Algorithm From the fact that the first and the second, the first and the
third, the second and the fourth, and the third and the fourth columns are orthog-
onal each other, respectively, the minimization of equation (2.24) is equivalent to
minimizing f03(s0, s3) and f12(s1, s2) defined below [22].
f03(s0, s3) =
M−1∑
m=0
((
3∑
n=0
|αn,m|2
)(
|s0|2 + |s3|2
)
+ 2Re {K1 +K2 +K3}
)
(2.39)
f12(s1, s2) =
M−1∑
m=0
((
3∑
n=0
|αn,m|2
)(
|s1|2 + |s2|2
)
+ 2Re {K4 +K5 +K6}
)
(2.40)
where
K1 =
(
−α0,mr∗0,m − α∗1,mr1,m − α∗2,mr2,m − α3,mr∗3,m
)
s0
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K2 =
(
−α3,mr∗0,m + α∗2,mr1,m + α∗1,mr2,m − α0,mr∗3,m
)
s3
K3 =
(
α0,mα
∗
3,m − α∗1,mα2,m − α1,mα∗2,m + α∗0,mα3,m
)
s0s
∗
3
K4 =
(
−α1,mr∗0,m + α∗0,mr1,m − α∗3,mr2,m + α2,mr∗3,m
)
s1
K5 =
(
−α2,mr∗0,m − α∗3,mr1,m + α∗0,mr2,m + α∗1,mr∗3,m
)
s2
K6 =
(
α1,mα
∗
2,m − α∗0,mα3,m − α0,mα∗3,m + α∗1,mα2,m
)
s1s
∗
2
The decision metric (2.24) can be computed as the sum of two equations (2.39)
and (2.40), where (2.39) is independent of s1 and s2, and (2.40) is independent
of s0 and s3. Therefore, the minimization of (2.24) is equal to minimizing these
two equations independently. That is, the decoder finds the symbol pair (s0, s3)
that minimizes the equation (2.39) among all possible (s0, s3) pairs. Then, or in
parallel, the decoder selects the pair (s1, s2) which minimizes the equation (2.40).
Using equations (2.39) and (2.40) instead of equation (2.24) reduces the complex-
ity of decoding without sacrificing the performance [22].
It is very important to obtain soft outputs of STBC decoder, when it is concate-
nated with turbo codes which require soft outputs to process. Soft outputs of
STBC decoder designed in quasi orthogonal method will be derived in chapter 4.
Figure 2.7 shows the BER performance comparison of coherent QPSK with STBC, G2
scheme and with G4 scheme in Rayleigh fading channel environment. Since G2 schemes
are designed to achieve full diversity, the diversity gain for G2 scheme is 2M , where
the number of receivers M , times the number of transmitters, 2. On the contrary,
G4 scheme is designed to fulfill the full transmission rate at the cost of diversity, its
diversity is obtained as 2M , whereM is the number of receivers. Therefore, the diversity
advantages for both schemes G2 and G4 are equal, although Figure 2.7 shows the slight
better performance for G4 scheme. Since G4 scheme achieves the full transmission rate
and about equal diversity over G2 scheme and it is easier to implement multiple antennas
in a base station for a down link communication, G4 scheme is recommended for the low
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Figure 2.7: BER performance comparison of coherent QPSK between STBC, G2 scheme
and G4 scheme in Rayleigh fading.
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Figure 2.8: Block diagram of a STTC system.
SNR and high BER situation.
For this simulation, we generate zero mean complex Gaussian random numbers with
variance 0.5 for the channel information, αn,m.
2.3 Space-Time Trellis Codes
A block diagram for a simple STTC system is given in Figure 2.8. The STTC sys-
tem operates with N transmitters and M receivers. Source data are encoded by the
corresponding trellis diagram for each STTC system. Input data bits will be mapped
into symbols, which will be transmitted through the partial numbers of transmitters.
Delayed redundant data symbols are transmitted through the rest of transmitters. It
explains why it is called the Space and Time coding.
For a flat fading channel, the received signal at time t and at the receiver m, can be
represented in the same way as Equation (6.1). If we repeat it here,
rt,m =
N−1∑
n=0
αn,mCt,n + ηt,m, (2.41)
where the real and imaginary part of AWGN ηt,m have equal variance
√
2/(2SNR), as-
suming the energy of each symbol is
√
2/2 in baseband. The Ct,n and αn,m represent
the codeword transmitted from the nth transmitter and the channel path gain between
the nth transmitter and the mth receiver, respectively. The decoder is performed by
maximum likelihood decision, which is obtained by computing the lowest accumulated
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squared Euclidean distance to extract the most likely transmitted symbols [7][13]. The
branch metric of STTC decoder is obtained by this squared Euclidean distance com-
putation between the received symbol and each possible candidate set of transmitted
codewords, which is given by,
argmin
sx
M−1∑
m=0
∣∣∣∣∣rt,m −
N−1∑
n=0
αn,mCt,n
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (2.42)
where sx represents the element of codewords, C.
Assuming the decoder decides erroneously in favor of code sequences e, then, for a block
of data of length l, we define the NxN error matrix A as
A(C, e) =
l−1∑
l=0
(Cl − el)(Cl − el)∗ (2.43)
where (.)∗ denotes the conjugate operation for scalars and the conjugate transpose for
matrices and vectors [5]. Denoting r to be the rank of matrix A, the kernel of A has
dimension N -r and exactly N -r eigenvalues of A are zero. If we consider the nonzero
eigenvalues of A are λ0,λ1,...,λr−1, then the probability of transmitting C as in the matrix
of equation (2.43) and deciding in favor of e at the decoder is given by [5][7][15]
P (e|C) ≤
(
r−1∏
i=0
λi
)−M
(Es/4N0)
−rM (2.44)
where N0/2 is the noise variance and M is the number of receiver. The first term,(∏r−1
i=0 λi
)−M
in equation (2.44) represents the coding gain achieved by the STTC and
the second term, (Es/4N0)
−rM represents a diversity gain of rM .
As an example of evaluating STTC design criteria, we show a STTC scheme with 4-
state, QPSK symbol mapping, and 2 transmitters proposed in [7]. The trellis of STTC
in Figure 2.9 starts from state 0 at symbol period t=0. Two data bits are grouped into
a symbol 0, 1, 2, or 3 for the QPSK system, and those are eventually mapped into 1+j,
1-j, -1+j, and -1-j as in Table 2.2. These symbols are transmitted from both transmit-
ters. We denote the first transmitter as Tx0 and the second one as Tx1. At t=0, Tx0
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Figure 2.9: An STTC trellis in 2-STC, QPSK, 4 states.
Table 2.2: QPSK Symbol Mapping II
Index Bits Modulation
st u0u1 I(st) + jQ(st)
0 1 1 1 + j
1 1 0 1− j
2 0 1 −1 + j
3 0 0 −1− j
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transmits symbol zero (1+j), because the trellis starts at state zero. At the same time,
Tx1 transmits the first input symbol. At t=1, Tx0 transmits the symbol transmitted at
t=0 from Tx1, and Tx1 transmits the next input symbol. This process will continue un-
til all the symbols of data block whose size is equal to the trellis length, are transmitted.
The first digit on the numeral column of Figure 2.9 represents the symbol transmitted
through ‘Tx0’ and the second digit represents the symbol transmitted through ‘Tx1’.
We apply a Viterbi decoding algorithm for decoding the STTC scheme. The branch
metric for the viterbi algorithm (VA) is obtained by computing the metric (2.42). The
channel state information αn,m is assumed to be known at the decoder to compute the
branch metric. The back-trace VA can be applied to any trellis. For the specific trellis
in Figure 2.9, among all the incoming branch metric to each state at a trellis time, we
choose the minimum sum of the branch metric and the node metric of previous node the
branch departs from. The input symbol making the trellis-transition for the minimum
sum of branch metric with the node metric at the previous trellis time, are saved in the
back-trace array. Once the trellis reaches the last trellis time, we trace back from the
ending state retrieving the input symbol saved in the back-trace array. Detail descrip-
tion of VA is provided in Section 3.2.3.
The frame error rate (FER) performance comparison with the frame size 100 bits
between STTC and STBC with two transmitters is shown in Figure 2.10. Two trans-
mitters, 4-state trellis, and QPSK symbols are used for our STTC simulation, and the
STBC is designed in Alamouti scheme. Both STTC and STBC schemes operate under
Rayleigh fading channel environment with normalized Doppler frequency (fdTs), 0.01
with one or two receivers. The performance of STTC with one receiver shows little
improvement over STBC, but the STTC scheme with two receivers achieves about 1.5
dB improvement over the STBC at the FER of 10−1.
The following example illustrates another STTC scheme with 8-state trellis, QPSK, and
2 transmitters. Just as the STTC with 4-state trellis, the first digit on the numeral
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Figure 2.10: FER performance comparison of coherent QPSK between STBC and STTC
with 4-state trellis under Rayleigh fading environment with fdTs, 0.01.
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Figure 2.11: An STTC scheme in 2-STC, QPSK, 8 state-trellis.
column of Figure 2.11 represents the symbol transmitted through ‘Tx0’ and the second
digit represents the symbol transmitted through ‘Tx1’. Input data determine the symbol
which will be transmitted through ‘Tx1’, but the symbol transmitted through ‘Tx0’ is
whatever the current state is, for state 3 or less. That is, if the current state is 3, then
the symbol 3, -1-j according to the QPSK mapping in Table 2.2, is transmitted through
‘Tx0’. The next state which the current state will make a transition to will be the same
number state as the input symbol for the even numbered current state, and will become
the number state that the input symbol is added by 4 for the odd numbered current
state. These explanation is obvious from Figure 2.11. For the case that the current state
number is 4 or above, the symbol transmitted through ‘Tx0’ is different by whether the
current state number is even or odd. For the even numbered state, the symbol is the
current state number added by two and divided by the modular 4 operator. And the
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next state it makes a transition to is determined by the current input symbol added
by 2 and divided by the modular 4 operator. For the odd numbered case, the symbol
transmitted through ‘Tx0’ is computed in the same way as the even numbered case, but
the next state it makes a transition to is determined by the current input symbol. If the
current input symbol is greater than 1 among the symbols from 0 to 3, the next state
number is the current input symbol added by 2 or, if the current input symbol is not
greater than 1, then the next state number becomes the current input symbol added by
6. This process is repeated until all the block of data whose size is equal to the trellis
length, are transmitted. The STTC decoder employs the same kind of Viterbi algorithm
as was used for the STTC with 4-state trellis. Of course, the channel state information
αn,m is assumed to be known at the decoder to compute the branch metric.
Figure 2.12 shows the frame error rate (FER) performance comparison with the frame
size 100 bits between STTC in 4-state trellis and STTC in 8-state trellis with two
transmitters. Both schemes in Figure 2.12 operate under Rayleigh fading channel envi-
ronment with normalized Doppler frequency (fdTs), 0.01 with one or two receivers. The
performance of STTC with 8-state trellis shows about 2 dB gain at the FER of 10−1
over the STTC with 4-state trellis, regardless of number of receivers. We can confirm
through the results that the performance reproduced from our research agrees with the
results in [7]. These basic results from various STBC and STTC schemes will be used
toward our proposed work in the following Sections.
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Figure 2.12: FER performance comparison of coherent QPSK between STTC with 4-
state trellis and STTC with 8-state trellis under Rayleigh fading environment with fdTs,
0.01.
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Chapter 3
Overview of Turbo Codes
Coding theorists have traditionally explored the issue of designing good codes with a
lot of structure, which is a bit contradictory to the coding theory that codes chosen
at random should perform well if the block size is large enough. Until recently, the
challenge to find practical decoders for ‘almost’ random large codes has not been seriously
considered [11][57][58]. However, in 1993, perhaps the most exciting and potentially
important development in coding history was proposed by French researchers, Berrou et
al., which is the dramatic announcement of ‘turbo codes’. It has been known to perform
near the Shannon limit in AWGN (Additive White Gaussian Noise) channel environment.
The performance was so good in [45] that the initial reaction was big skepticism. But,
now many researchers in the world reproduce the performance and improve. Turbo code
chip is already implemented for the third generation wireless communications.
Since turbo code is an error correction code to improve energy efficiency, it is proper
to review the development of channel coding schemes before we go over the details
of turbo codes. Encoding and decoding schemes for block codes based upon ‘hamming
codes’ will be described. Convolutional encoding schemes, ‘MAP’, and ‘Viterbi’ decoding
algorithms will be explained in detail. Turbo code design scheme, performance, and its
mathematic analysis will be shown in this Chapter.
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3.1 Block Codes
Around the same time Shannon was developing the theoretical basis on coding, Hamming
introduced the first practical block-code-type of error correction coding [32]. Block
codes add n-k parity check symbols to produce an n symbol code word. Following the
‘hamming’ codes, other linear block codes, ‘cyclic’ codes were introduced. Cyclic codes
use the fact that any cyclic shift of a code word is also a code word. One benefit of
cyclic codes is that they can be represented by a ‘generator polynomial’ of degree n-k.
The ‘BCH’ codes show a class of cyclic code polynomials that provide a large selection
of block lengths, code rates, alphabet sizes, and error correcting capability. One specific
subclass of BCH codes that BCH codes were extended to the non binary case is called
‘Reed Solomon’ (RS) codes [36]. RS codes began to find many practical applications,
since Berlekamp proposed an efficient decoding algorithm in [40].
Encoding of block codes consists of decomposing the information into k-tuples u called
messages, and taking a one-to-one mapping of u into an n-tuple v called a codeword. A
linear block codes can be represented by
v = uG, (3.1)
where G is the kxn generator matrix and the matrix is over the field GF (2). Linear
codes have the property that the sum over GF (2) of two codewords is also a codeword,
and thus all linear block codes must contain the all-zeros codeword [59]. Let us take a
(7, 4) hamming code as an example to illustrate it.
3.1.1 Hamming Code Example
The generator matrix G used for the hamming code is as follows,
G =


1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 1 0


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and the transpose of parity check matrix HT is given as
HT =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0
1 1 1


.
When message vectors are defined to be u=[m0 m1 m2 m3], the codewords v is uG.
Thus, v=[(m1 + m2 + m3) (m0 + m2 + m3) (m0 + m1 + m3) (m0) (m1) (m2) (m3)].
Assuming that one bit error is correctable, the error patterns are set as follows,
e =


0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0


.
The syndrome S for error correction decoding is rHT = eHT, because the received
messages r = u+ e. Thus, the syndrome S is
S =


S0 S1 S2
0 0 0
1 1 1
1 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0


. (3.2)
The syndrome is simply computed for the simulation purpose as follows,
S0 = r0 + r4 + r5 + r6
S1 = r1 + r3 + r5 + r6
S2 = r2 + r3 + r4 + r6.
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Once a syndrome computed above falls into one of the pattern in Equation (3.2), the
corresponding bit is corrected. Out of these corrected received bits, the last four bits
become the actual decoded information bits.
When we define the ‘hamming distance’ d(vi,vj) to be the number of bit positions that
two codewords differ, the ‘minimum distance’ dmin of a code is the smallest hamming
distance between any two codewords
dmin = min
i=j
d(vi,vj). (3.3)
A code with dmin can correct all codewords with t or fewer errors,
t =
⌊
dmin − 1
2
⌋
, (3.4)
where · denotes the largest integer no greater than the expression inside.
3.2 Convolutional Codes
Convolutional codes provide the continuous encoding of input streams, different from
the block codes with a fixed block size for the message and codeword. The encoder of
convolutional codes contains memory m, and the n encoder outputs at any given time
unit do not depend only on the k inputs at that time unit, but also on m previous input
blocks. An (n,k,m) convolutional code can be implemented with a k-input, n-output
linear sequential circuit with input memorym. Typically, n and k are small integers with
k < n, but the memory order m should be made large to achieve low error probabilities.
In the important special case when k = 1, the information sequence is not divided into
blocks and can be processed continuously [59].
Convolutional codes were first published by Elias [42] in 1955 as an alternative to block
codes. Several decoding algorithms are introduced thereafter, Wozencraft [60] proposed
sequential decodings, and experimental studies soon began to follow. Massey proposed
a less efficient but simpler-to-implement called threshold decoding in 1963 [61]. Then
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Figure 3.1: A (2,1,3) binary convolutional encoder.
in 1967, the famous Viterbi Algorithm (VA) was proposed by Viterbi in [43]. This
scheme is a maximum likelihood decoding scheme that was relatively easy to implement
for codes with small memory orders. The VA, together with sequential decoding led
to the many applications of convolutional codes, especially to deep-space and satellite
communication in the early 1970s. The convolutional codes serially concatenated with
‘Reed-Solomon’ codes are the standard error correction codes of the second generation
wireless communication, PCS. The detail encoding and decoding procedures will be
covered in this Section.
3.2.1 Encoding of Convolutional Codes
A convolutional code can be represented by generator polynomials, encoder diagram,
state diagram, trellis diagram, and/or forward and backward transition function.
As an examplbacke, for the encoder diagram in Figure 3.1, the forward state transition
function is
Si = 2(Si−1%4) + ui (3.5)
where Si−1 and Si are the previous state and current state respectively and ui is the
input for the branch at the time of transition, i. The ‘%4’ represents the modular 4
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Figure 3.2: State diagram for the encoder in Figure 3.1.
operation. The backward state transition function is
Si−1 = (Si/2) + 4 ∗ ux (3.6)
where ux represents the input of the transition branch, that is, 0 when the arrow is
coming from upper branch to Si and 1 when coming from lower branch to Si. Figure 3.2
shows the state diagram for the encoder in Figure 3.1. The generator sequences for the
state diagram in Figure 3.2 is obtained by inputting the impulse, (1, 0, 0, ...) into the
system and they are
g(1) = (1, 0, 1, 1)
g(2) = (1, 1, 1, 1).
From [59], encoding equations can now be written as
v(1) = u ∗ g(1)
v(2) = u ∗ g(2),
where ‘*’ denotes discrete convolution and all operations are modulo-2. The convolution
operation implies that, for all l ≥ 0,
v
(j)
l =
m∑
i=0
ul−ig
(j)
i = ulg
(j)
0 + ul−1g
(j)
1 + ... + ul−mg
(j)
m , j = 1, 2
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Figure 3.3: Trellis diagram for the encoder in Figure 3.1.
where ul−i = 0 for all l < i.
Figure 3.3 shows the trellis diagram for the encoder of Figure 3.1. There are two
branches coming out of a state whose transition is determined by the input. The branch
label, that is, the output of the encoder is determined by the input value and the previous
state.
3.2.2 Recursive Systematic Convolutional Codes
As block codes can be made systematic without changing the minimum distance, so can
convolutional codes be made systematic without changing the minimum free distance.
Turbo decoders in passing the extrinsic information between two constituent decoders,
require systematic codes. Since the parity output of convolutional codes can be produced
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Figure 3.4: A rate 1/2, RSC encoder.
by computing the feedback variable in the recursive matter, it is called the recursive
systematic convolutional codes (RSC) [11]. For an example, a rate 1/2 RSC encoder
diagram is shown in Figure 3.4. The feedback polynomial g(0) and the feed-forward
polynomial g(1) for the encoder scheme in Figure 3.4 are [1 1 1] and [1 0 1], respectively.
RSC encoding performs by first obtaining the feedback variable (ri),
ri = ui +
Kc∑
j=1
ri−jg
(0)
j , (3.7)
and then by getting the parity output (v
(1)
i )
v
(1)
i =
Kc∑
j=0
ri−jg
(1)
j , (3.8)
where r0 = u0 and Kc is the constraint length of encoder, which is 3 for the encoder in
Figure 3.4. The systematic output v
(0)
i is just the message bit, ui. The state diagram
and the trellis diagram of the encoder in Figure 3.4 are shown in Figure 3.5 and 3.6,
respectively.
The forward and the backward state transition functions for the RSC encoder of
Figure 3.4 are
Si = (Si−1%3) == 0?2(si−1%2) + ui : 2(si−1%2) + (1− ui), (3.9)
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Figure 3.5: State diagram for the RSC encoder in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.6: Trellis diagram for the RSC encoder in Figure 3.4.
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Si−1 = (Si%3) == 0?(si%2) + 2ui : (si + 1)%2 + 2(1− ui), (3.10)
respectively. The operator ‘?’ represents a ternary operator of C-programming lan-
guage, which has the following form, (condition) ? Expression 1 : Expression 2. If the
(condition) is satisfied, the Expression 1 is performed, and otherwise the Expression 2 is
executed. The ‘%2’ operator returns the remainder ‘0’, or ‘1’ of ‘division 2’ operation,
and in the same way, the ‘%3’ operator returns the remainder ‘0’, ‘1’, or ‘2’ of ‘division
3’ operation.
In order to decode RSC, especially using MAP decoder, trellis needs to be terminated at
state ‘0’ at the last trellis time. Different from the general convolutional encoder, RSC
cannot terminate the trellis by just adding the redundant all zero bits at the end of data
bits. There are many ways to accomplish the termination. We terminate the trellis by
running a for loop or a while loop of the forward state transition function in Equation
(3.9) over the whole trellis length to find out the last state ending, and then adding the
redundant bits. These redundant bits are not all zero bits, but determined by the last
state ended. For an example of Figure 3.6, state ‘0’ and ‘2’ transit to state ‘0’ at the
next trellis time by input bits 0 and 1, respectively. State ‘1’ and ‘3’ can be moved to
the next state ‘2’ by input bits 1 and 0, then state ‘2’ can always transit to state ‘0’ by
input bit 1. Hence, any state can reach state ‘0’ within two trellis time.
3.2.3 Viterbi Algorithm
The VA can be implemented in two ways, which are ‘survivor path algorithm’ and ‘back
trace algorithm’. The ‘Back trace algorithm’ is much more concise in both complexity
and the concept. The reference [62] describes ‘survivor path algorithm’ in detail. The
presentation of VA in this Section is based upon ‘back trace algorithm’. The VA in ‘back
trace algorithm’ is composed of three major computations, ‘Branch Metric Computa-
tion’, ‘Node Metric Computation’ and ‘Back-trace Metric Computation’. The sequence
of VA is summarized as follows,
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1. Initialization of states at the first trellis time Set the state ‘0’ to be zero and
all other states to be very big number at the trellis time 0.
2. Node Metric Computation Compute the node metric by figuring out the branch
metric for all states at each trellis. Compare the node metric for two branches
coming into the node and save the minimum node metric to the back trace array for
all states at each trellis time. Repeat this job for all trellis time. The branch metric
is obtained by adding the previous node metric connecting to the current node
metric with the hamming distance (for hard decision case) or with the Euclidean
distance (for soft decision case) between the original convolutional encoder outputs
and the received codewords.
3. Getting the minimum node metric at the last trellis time Find out the state
that has the minimum node metric at the last trellis time.
4. Tracing back the trellis Start tracing back from the state obtained at the previ-
ous sequence, 3. Find out the input for each branch determined, which will be
the decoded information bits. Use the backward tracing transition function from
Equation (3.6) when tracing back.
3.2.4 MAP Algorithm
Another important decoding algorithm for convolutional codes is the Maximum A Pos-
teriori (MAP) decoding algorithm. The MAP algorithm was first introduced in [44],
which is better known as BCJR algorithm. The computational complexity of MAP
algorithm is so much higher than VA that MAP algorithm was almost forgotten until
turbo codes were proposed. The fact of exchanging the extrinsic information between
constituent decoders in turbo codes requires the MAP type of decoding algorithm.
From the Figure 3.7, a priori probability, p(u), is defined as
∏N
k=1 pk(uk) for u =
{u1, u2, ..., uN}, which is 2−N here, and a posteriori probability, pˆk(u) is defined as p(u|y).
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Figure 3.7: Block diagram of MAP decoder.
By the Bayes’ rule and the total probability theory,
p(u = uk|y) =
∑
u:uk=a
p(y|u)p(u)
p(y)
=
∑
u:uk=a
p(y|u)p(u)∑
u′:uk=a′
p(y|u′)p(u′)
(3.11)
where uk and a are either 0 or 1 respectively, and a
′ is both 1 and 0. u′ represents
the total information space. The MAP decoding algorithm handles the property of
Equation (3.11) in the way maximizing it.
From Figure 3.7, the input to the encoder at bit time t is the bit u(t) where u(t) is 0
or 1. The encoder output, x(u(t)) at bit time t is corrupted by the channel, creating
the MAP decoder input y(t). Denoting the state at time t − 1 to be St−1 = m′, the
probability that the state at t, St becomes m is expressed as
P (m|m′) = P (St = m|St−1 = m′). (3.12)
The equation (3.12) will take on the value, 1/2 for two specific values of m and zero for
all other values of m, that is, any state can transition to only two specific other states,
which is equally likely. The state transition from m′ to m results from a particular input
bit u(t). The likelihood ratio for each bit time is the ratio between the a posteriori
probability for input bit one and for input bit zero. The log likelihood ratio is
Λ(u(t)) = log(P (u(t) = 1|Y ))− log(P (u(t) = 0|Y )) (3.13)
where Y represents the received sequence of symbols. Equation (3.13) outputs one when
the equation (3.13) is positive and the equation (3.13) becomes zero when it is negative.
Here we can think of the probability that the state at time t− 1 is m′ and the state at
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time t is m given the received sequence of symbols, Y .
P (St = m,St−1 = m′|Y ). (3.14)
Summing the equation (3.14) over all the sets of states m′ and m corresponding to the
input one is equal to the probability that the input bit at time t is one. That is,
P (u(t) = 1|Y ) = ∑
m,m′:u(t)=1
P (St = m,St−1 = m′|Y ).
Then the log likelihood ratio becomes
Λ(u(t)) = log(
∑
m,m′:u(t)=1
P (St = m,St−1 = m′|Y ))−log(
∑
m,m′:u(t)=0
P (St = m,St−1 = m′|Y )).
(3.15)
By multiplying both numerator and denominator of likelihood ratio (before taking a log
operation) with P (Y ) after applying the Bayes’ rule, the equation (3.15) becomes
Λ(u(t)) = log(
∑
m,m′:u(t)=1
P (St = m,St−1 = m′, Y ))−log(
∑
m,m′:u(t)=0
P (St = m,St−1 = m′, Y )).
(3.16)
The original paper, [44] that published BCJR algorithm breaks the sequence Y into
three segments; the set of channel symbols that comes before time t, the set of channel
symbols that occur at bit time t and the set of channel symbols that occur after bit time
t. Using this property and the Bayes’ rule, the following equation can be defined
σt(m,m
′) = P (St = m,St−1 = m′, Y )
= P (St−1 = m′, Y t−10 )P (Y
N−1
t+1 |St−1 = m′, Y t−10 , St, Yt)
· P (St = m,Yt|St−1 = m′, Y t−10 ).
Referring to [44] is recommended for detail derivation of equations above. Since any
value of the state at the previous bit time prior to time t or the received symbols prior
to t can not affect the probability, σt(m,m
′) is reduced to
σt(m,m
′) = P (St−1 = m′, Y t−10 )P (Y
N−1
t+1 |St = m)P (St = m,Yt|St−1 = m′). (3.17)
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Now we make the following definitions according to [44]:
αt(m) = P (St = m,Y
t
0 )
γt(m
′, m) = P (St = m,Yt|St−1 = m′)
βt(m) = P (Y
N−1
t+1 |St = m).
γt(m
′, m) is analogous to a branch metric in the Viterbi algorithm (VA), while αt(m)
is analogous to the node metric in the VA. By substituting these α, β and γ into the
equation (3.17), σt(m,m
′) can be represented as
σt(m,m
′) = αt−1(m′) · γt(m′, m) · βt(m). (3.18)
The equation (3.16) is rewritten by inserting the equation (3.18) as follows
Λ(u(t)) = log(
∑
m,m′:u(t)=1 αt−1(m′) · γt(m′, m) · βt(m))−
log(
∑
m,m′:u(t)=0 αt−1(m′) · γt(m′, m) · βt(m)). (3.19)
Next thing to do is to compute α, β and γ.
γt(m
′, m) = P (St = m,Yt|St−1 = m′). (3.20)
By the Bayes’ rule, the equation (3.20) becomes
P (Yt|St = m,St−1 = m′)P (St = m|St−1 = m′). (3.21)
Applying the total probability over the entire X space, the equation (3.21) can be
expressed as
∑
X
P (Yt, Xt = X|St = m,St−1 = m′)P (St = m|St−1 = m′) (3.22)
, if we use the Bayes’ rule again here, the equation (3.22) is
∑
X
P (Xt = X|St = m,St−1 = m′)P (St = m|St−1 = m′)P (Yt|Xt = X). (3.23)
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For a AWGN channel, P (Yt|Xt = X) is
k=K−1∏
k=0
1√
2πσ
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(ykt − xkt )2
)
. (3.24)
The equation (3.24) can be expressed as follow in the summation form.
(
1√
2πσ
)K
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
k=K−1∑
k=0
(ykt − xkt )2
)
. (3.25)
Since X is the encoder output, K in equation (3.25) represents the number of bits
composing a symbol. σ2 is the noise variance.
∑
X P (Xt = X|St = m,St−1 = m′) is
either 1 or 0, since X is deterministic. And P (St = m|St−1 = m′) is zero or 1/2, since
each state m′ can transition to only two other states with equal probability. Taking all
these into account, we express the equation (3.23) as follows
A
(
1√
2πσ
)K
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
k=K−1∑
k=0
(ykt − xkt )2
)
(3.26)
where A implies a constant taking care of the first two probability of equation (3.23)
and results in no different consequence over the likelihood ratio computation. Actually,
all the constants in equation (3.25) does not affect on the result of likelihood ratio
computation. Thus, implementing only
∑k=K−1
k=0 (y
k
t − xkt )2 in the simulation program
ends up resulting in no difference on the final performance, and
∑k=K−1
k=0 (y
k
t − xkt )2 is
nothing but the squared Euclidean distance. It is also true that xk values can be +1 or
−1 instead of +1 or 0, after the symbol mapping at the encoding process.
As for α and β, these are obtained using recursion as below,
αt(m) = P (St = m,Y
t
0 )
=
∑
m′ P (St = m,St−1 = m′, Y
t−1
0 , Yt)
=
∑
m′ P (St−1 = m′, Y
t−1
0 )P (St = m,Yt|St−1 = m′, Y t−10 )
=
∑
m′ αt−1(m′)P (St = m,Yt|St−1 = m′)
=
∑
m′ αt−1(m′) · γt(m′, m).
(3.27)
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Since the recursion for β requires whole block of symbols to be received before compu-
tation, it begins at the end of the block in trellis and computes backward.
βt(m) = P (Y
N−1
t+1 |St = m)
=
∑
m′ P (St+1 = m
′, Y N−1t+1 |St = m)
=
∑
m′ P (St+1 = m
′, Yt+1, Y N−1t+2 |St = m)
=
∑
m′ P (St+1 = m
′, Yt+1|St = m)P (Y N−1t+2 |St = m,St+1 = m′, Yt+1)
=
∑
m′ γt+1(m,m
′)P (Y N−1t+2 |St+1 = m′)
=
∑
m′ γt+1(m,m
′) · βt+1(m′).
(3.28)
In summary, the steps to implement BCJR Algorithm are
1. Initialize the α and β arrays as follows,
αt=0(m = 0) = 1
αt=0(m = 0) = 0
βt=N−1(m = 0) = 1
βt=N−1(m = 0) = 0
where N is the length of block.
2. Compute the gammas according to the equation (3.26).
3. Compute the alphas according to the equation (3.27).
4. When the last stage of the trellis block is reached, start processing backward through
the trellis computing the betas according to the equation (3.28).
5. The log likelihood ratio can be computed using these α, β, and γ obtained above
according to the equation (3.19).
3.2.5 Log-MAP Algorithm
Since the MAP algorithm is processed by the multiplication of exponentials, it requires
large computer resources. But taking a logarithm over MAP algorithm converts these
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multiplication into an addition process and ends up reducing the computational com-
plexity. Following conversion process explains how to replace MAP into Log-MAP [63].
If we denote following equations,
Γt(m,m
′) = log(γt(m,m′))
At(m) = log(αt(m))
Bt(m) = log(βt(m))
L(u(t)) = log(Λ(u(t)))
(3.29)
where Λ(u(t)) is
Λ(u(t)) =
∑
m,m′:u(t)=1 αt−1(m′)γt(m′, m)βt(m)∑
m,m′:u(t)=0 αt−1(m′)γt(m′, m)βt(m)
(3.30)
instead of equation (3.19),
equations (3.27), (3.28) and (3.30) are redefined as follows
Γt(m,m
′) = log(γt(m,m′))
At(m) = log (
∑
m′ exp(At−1(m′) + Γt(m,m′)))
Bt(m) = log (
∑
m′ exp(Γt+1(m,m
′) +Bt+1(m′)))
L(u(t)) = log
(∑
m,m′:u(t)=1 exp(At−1(m′) +Bt(m) + Γt(m′, m))
)
− log
(∑
m,m′:u(t)=1 exp(At−1(m′) +Bt(m) + Γt(m′, m))
)
(3.31)
with the following initializations:
{
At=0(m = 0) = 0
At=0(m = 0) = −∞ (3.32)
3.2.6 Max-Log-MAP Algorithm
Though MAP algorithm calculates the likelihood ratio at each bit time precisely, it
suffers from a couple of practical problems [11]. First of all, the MAP algorithm requires
6 x 2Mc multiplications per estimated bit and an equal number of additions. Second, it
is sensitive to the round-off errors occuring from numerical values with limited precision
[11]. In order to solve these computational problems, Log-MAP algorithm was proposed
in the subsection B processing the entire algorithm in the log-domain, rather than
taking the logarithm of the likelihood ratio only at the last step. However, Log-MAP
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algorithm still requires the exponential computation still causing the same problems as
MAP algorithm, though it alleviates those problems.
Denoting,
AM = max
i
Ai,
following relation is obtained [63].
log
[∑
i
exp(Ai)
]
= AM + log

1 + ∑
Ai =AM
exp(Ai −AM)

 . (3.33)
The second term of equation (3.33) can be neglected in case AM  Ai, though it is
true that the second term can be approximated into simple numerical value to minimize
errors from the true value. [11] and [63] are good references for detail approximation
information. About 0.2dB degradation is said to be observed from neglecting the second
term [63]. Since it does not cause severe degradation in coding gain to neglect the
second term of equation (3.33), the most simple MAP algorithm, Max-Log-MAP will be
employed for the project in this report. Since we have the following relation,
log
[∑
i
exp(Ai)
]
= AM , (3.34)
following new equations are obtained.
Γt(m,m
′) = log(γt(m,m′))
At(m) = maxm′ (At−1(m′) + Γt(m,m′))
Bt(m) = maxm′ (Bt+1(m
′) + Γt+1(m,m′))
L(u(t)) = max(m,m′:u(t)=1) (At−1(m′) +Bt(m) + Γt(m′, m))
− max(m,m′:u(t)=0) (At−1(m′) +Bt(m) + Γt(m′, m))
(3.35)
Figure 3.8 shows the BER performance comparison of coherent QPSK system between
hamming decoder, Viterbi decoder, and Max-Log-Map decoder concatenated with trans-
mit diversity (2Tx-1Rx) in Rayleigh fading channel. Rayleigh fading channel parameters
are generated by zero mean complex Gaussian random numbers with variance 0.5. Chan-
nel codes take care of coding gains and the transmit diversity handles the diversity gains.
Since we concatenated the same transmit diversity scheme to different channel coding
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Figure 3.8: BER performance comparison of coherent QPSK between hamming decoder,
Viterbi decoder, and Max-Log-Map decoder concatenated with transmit diversity (2Tx-
1Rx) in Rayleigh fading channel.
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Figure 3.9: Block diagram of transmit diversity (2Tx-1Rx) concatenated with different
channel coding schemes.
schemes as in Figure 3.9, the performance difference is mostly influenced by the differ-
ent channel codes. Hamming codes shows about 3 dB degradation against the Viterbi
decoders, when it is measured around BER, 10−4 area. Considering about 0.2 dB degra-
dation by using Max-Log-MAP instead of Log-MAP algorithm, Viterbi decoder shows
almost equal performance with Max-Log-MAP algorithm. The error floor of Max-Log-
MAP decoder formed over the high SNR area can be lowered by increasing the block
size of the trellis.
3.3 Turbo Codes
Turbo decoding algorithm consists of two constituent decoders that compute MAP for
noise added information on two separate channels and then these two decoders iteratively
feed their results into each other, updating the a posteriori probability by passing the
updated a priori probability as the algorithm repeats the iteration.
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3.3.1 Turbo Code Design
Turbo decoder consists of two constituent MAP decoders with parallel concatenation,
working iteratively. As for the turbo decoder, the assumption that the a priori prob-
ability stays equal over the whole process of MAP algorithm is no longer true. The
output of one decoder in turbo decoder is passed out as an input to the other decoder.
Since the information passed between two decoders should be precise and detail, the
data passing should be soft information. Turbo encoder transmits block-interleaved two
replica of information over the channel. Thus, the turbo-encoded information should be
composed of systematic and parity bits, that is, the turbo encoder generates systematic
codes.
1. Turbo Encoder Turbo encoder needs to implement a systematic convolutional en-
coder than a regular convolutional encoder. While conventional convolutional
encoders are finite impulse response filters, systematic encoders are infinite im-
pulse response filter [11]. Since it is recursively implemented, it is also called the
recursive systematic codes (RSC). Section 3.2.2 well explains about RSC.
2. Trellis Termination Since it is impossible to force the trellis to converge to zero
state by simply adding redundant all zero input at the end of block of data, more
sophisticated algorithm is required to have the trellis converge to zero. One way
of doing it, employed in our project, is to add an extra algorithm to find the last
state ending, according to the encoder scheme and the input data for one MAP
decoder and to leave the other MAP decoder open. Section 3.2.2 describes our
trellis termination scheme in detail.
3. Turbo Decoder From the equation (3.23), the second probability carries the a
priori information which was ignored for MAP algorithm case, but it should be
taken into account for turbo codes. Since the first probability in equation (3.23)
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Figure 3.10: Block diagram of Turbo decoder.
is constant, we will express the branch metric, γ with the second and third prob-
ability in equation (3.23). Taking the logarithm on this, it is
γt(m
′, m) = logP (Yt|Xt) + logP (u(t)).
P (u(t)) is derived from the a priori input, zt as in Figure 3.10 as follows [11]:
P (u(t)) =


exp(zt)
1+exp(zt)
for u(t) = 1
1
1+exp(zt)
for u(t) = 0
(3.36)
and
logP (u(t)) = ztu(t)− log(1 + exp(zt)). (3.37)
log(1 + exp(zt)) = log(exp(0) + exp(zt)) can be approximated as max(0, zt) by
the relation in equation (3.34). This approximation reduces the possibility of
computational overflow by avoiding the exponential calculation. The likelihood
ratio (Λ(u(t))), the output of each MAP decoder at a trellis time t has the relation
with other parameters in Figure 3.10 as follows
Λ(u(t)) = yt + zt + lt, (3.38)
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Figure 3.11: BER performance of Turbo codes with block size 1156 over AWGN.
where y=a(2x− 1)+ n. a and n here, correspond to the α and η of equation (6.1)
respectively. The role of ‘2x-1’ is symbol mapping from bits 0 or 1 to -1 or 1. The
one thing to note in implementing Max-Log-MAP algorithm for a turbo code is
to normalize α and β at each trellis time by the maximum α and β value to avoid
the possible overflow.
Turbo codes with Max-Log-MAP as its decoding algorithm has been reviewed so far.
Its BER performance over AWGN is shown in Figure 3.11. The received signal y in
Equation (3.38) for AWGN environment can be expressed as y=(2x − 1) + n. The
following section shows performance results of a turbo code whose constituent encoder
is designed in the RSC of Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.12: BER performance of Turbo codes with block size 1156 over Rayleigh fading
channel with fdTs 0.01.
3.3.2 Performance Results
The trellis length of the turbo codes in Figure 3.11 is 1156 bits. The turbo codes of
Figure 3.11 achieve the BER of 10−4 with 4 iterations even at 0.6 dB. It is verified from
the Figure that the near-Shannon-limit performance is achieved at the very low SNR
over the AWGN environment. The performance of the same turbo codes over Rayleigh
fading channel with fdTs 0.01 is shown in Figure 3.12. The BER 10
−3 is achieved at
SNR 8.8 dB with 2 iterations. Since the error floor which is a natural property of turbo
codes starts getting formed around 2x10−6, the performance between 2 and 8 iterations
gets closer above SNR 7 dB. The error floor can be lowered to some extent by increasing
the block size. The turbo codes shown in this Section have the block size 1156 bits for
both Figure 3.11 and 3.12.
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Chapter 4
Serial Concatenation of Turbo
Codes with Space-Time Block Codes
Concatenated codes provide the desired error performance with a relatively lower overall
system complexity than what should be demanded by a single code. It is the main goal
of this research to observe the contribution of turbo codes in improving the coding gain,
when concatenated with STBC.
The serial concatenation of turbo codes with the various STBC schemes does not only
provide the coding gain but also mitigates the channel correlation factors caused from
the Doppler frequency. The interleaver implemented in turbo codes plays a role of di-
minishing the channel correlation [64].
Several STBC schemes designed in an orthogonal method or an quasi-orthogonal method
were presented in Section 2.2.2. Detail design procedures of encoders and decoders for
these schemes were also shown in Section 2.2.2. Since the soft decoded information
should be passed from the STBC decoder to the turbo decoder, when they are serially
concatenated, it is important to get soft decoded outputs out of STBC decoder. Sec-
tion 2.2.2 describes how to obtain the soft information from the STBC decoder outputs,
especially for the STBC scheme designed in orthogonal method.
This Chapter illustrates analytical procedures to obtain the soft outputs from the STBC
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Figure 4.1: Transmitter block diagram for STBC concatenated with turbo codes.
designed in quasi-orthogonal method. In addition to the mathematic analysis of STBC
decoders, the performance results and design details about the STBC serially concate-
nated with turbo codes will be shown in this Chapter.
4.1 Space-Time Block Codes Concatenated with Turbo
Codes
Turbo codes will be concatenated as an outer code with Space-Time Block Codes as an
inner code in order to improve coding gains. The transmitter block diagram for STBC
concatenated with turbo codes is shown in Figure 4.1. Since the rate 1/2, RSC encoder
is used for a constituent turbo encoder, two bit codeword C will be fed to the QPSK
symbol mapping to generate symbols S. The parallel to serial converter is required for
turbo codes and STBC to be performed in a block of data and in iterations of four
symbols, respectively. The parallel to serial converter turns the block of data, outputs
of RSC Encoders in Figure 4.1 into four symbol long data, respectively per each RSC
Encoder to reduce memory consumption. RSC Encoders include the algorithm to find
the last state of trellis and to terminate the trellis by adding a couple of redundant
bits according to the last state found. The trellis termination procedure is described in
Section 3.2.2 in detail.
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Since the QPSK modulation is used, the data bit out of systematic codes becomes the
real part of symbol and the parity bit is used for the imaginary part of symbol. Each
bit is turned into 1 or -1 through the turbo encoder, hence, the energy of a baseband
symbol is
√
2/2.
The output of STBC decoder, s˜ is passed to the turbo decoder for the error correc-
tion [5][26][56][65][66]. It was illustrated how to get s˜ for G2 of Equation (2.23) in
Section 2.2.2. s˜ for G3 also can be obtained in the same way as described in the De-
coding Algorithm of Section 2.2.2 and was given in Equation (2.37). The complete
procedure to obtain soft outputs, s˜ for G4 will be illustrated in this Section. Apply-
ing the properties of complex numbers and deleting the terms that are independent of
codewords, the decision metric of (2.24) can be expanded as
M−1∑
m=0
[−2V + V1 − 2W +W1 − 2X +X1 − 2Y + Y1], (4.1)
where
V =
{
r∗0,m
(∑3
n=0 αn,mC0,n
)
+ r0,m
(∑3
n=0 αn,mC0,n
)∗}
,
W =
{
r∗1,m
(∑3
n=0 αn,mC1,n
)
+ r1,m
(∑3
n=0 αn,mC1,n
)∗}
,
X =
{
r∗2,m
(∑3
n=0 αn,mC2,n
)
+ r2,m
(∑3
n=0 αn,mC2,n
)∗}
,
Y =
{
r∗3,m
(∑3
n=0 αn,mC3,n
)
+ r3,m
(∑3
n=0 αn,mC3,n
)∗}
,
V1 =
∣∣∣∑3n=0 αn,mC0,n∣∣∣2, W1 = ∣∣∣∑3n=0 αn,mC1,n∣∣∣2,
X1 =
∣∣∣∑3n=0 αn,mC2,n∣∣∣2, Y1 = ∣∣∣∑3n=0 αn,mC3,n∣∣∣2,
respectively. V1 through Y1 can be expanded again as
V1 = |α0,ms0 + α1,ms1|2 + 2Va + |α2,ms2 + α3,ms3|2,
W1 = |−α0,ms∗1 + α1,ms∗0|2 + 2Wa + |−α2,ms∗3 + α3,ms∗2|2,
X1 = |−α0,ms∗2 − α1,ms∗3|2 + 2Xa + |α2,ms∗0 + α3,ms∗1|2,
Y1 = |α0,ms3 − α1,ms2|2 + 2Ya + |−α2,ms1 + α3,ms0|2,
(4.2)
where
Va = (α0,ms0 + α1,ms1)
∗(α2,ms2 + α3,ms3) + (α0,ms0 + α1,ms1)(α2,ms2 + α3,ms3)∗,
Wa = (−α0,ms∗1 + α1,ms∗0)∗(−α2,ms∗3 + α3,ms∗2) + (−α0,ms∗1 + α1,ms∗0)(−α2,ms∗3 + α3,ms∗2)∗,
Xa = (−α0,ms∗2 − α1,ms∗3)∗(α2,ms∗0 + α3,ms∗1) + (−α0,ms∗2 − α1,ms∗3)(α2,ms∗0 + α3,ms∗1)∗, and
Ya = (α0,ms3 − α1,ms2)∗(−α2,ms1 + α3,ms0) + (α0,ms3 − α1,ms2)(−α2,ms1 + α3,ms0)∗.
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Then, (V1 +W1 +X1 + Y1) becomes
(
|s0|2 + |s1|2 + |s2|2 + |s3|2
) 3∑
n=0
|αn,m|2 + 2(Va +Wa +Xa + Ya). (4.3)
Since s0=1+j, s1=1-j, s2=-1+j, and s3=-1-j for QPSK, (Va +Wa +Xa + Ya) becomes
zero.
Hence, the decision metric of (2.24) becomes
∑M−1
m=0
[
−2V + |s0|2∑3n=0 |αn,m|2]+∑M−1m=0 [−2W + |s1|2∑3n=0 |αn,m|2]+∑M−1
m=0
[
−2X + |s2|2∑3n=0 |αn,m|2]+∑M−1m=0 [−2Y + |s3|2∑3n=0 |αn,m|2]. (4.4)
It does not make a difference in the overall decision of (4.4) to add the term independent
of codewords. Hence, we add
∣∣∣r0,mα∗0,m + r∗1,mα1,m + r∗2,mα2,m + r3,mα∗3,m∣∣∣2 to the first
term of (4.4), to make -2V a perfect square form. Thus, the first term of (4.4) becomes
M−1∑
m=0
[|(r0,mα∗0,m + r∗1,mα1,m + r∗2,mα2,m + r3,mα∗3,m)− s0|2 + (−1 +
3∑
n=0
|αn,m|2)|s0|2]. (4.5)
In the same way, the second, the third, and the fourth terms of (4.4) can be obtained
as,
M−1∑
m=0
[|(r0,mα∗1,m − r∗1,mα0,m + r∗2,mα3,m − r3,mα∗2,m)− s1|2 + (−1 +
3∑
n=0
|αn,m|2)|s1|2], (4.6)
M−1∑
m=0
[|(r0,mα∗2,m + r∗1,mα3,m − r∗2,mα0,m − r3,mα∗1,m)− s2|2 + (−1 +
3∑
n=0
|αn,m|2)|s2|2], (4.7)
M−1∑
m=0
[|(r0,mα∗3,m − r∗1,mα2,m − r∗2,mα1,m + r3,mα∗0,m)− s3|2 + (−1 +
3∑
n=0
|αn,m|2)|s3|2]. (4.8)
For PSK systems, the second terms in the expressions, (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) are
constant for all symbols cases. Therefore, soft outputs of STBC decoder for G4 are
obtained as
s˜0 =
∑M−1
m=0 (r0,mα
∗
0,m + r
∗
1,mα1,m + r
∗
2,mα2,m + r3,mα
∗
3,m),
s˜1 =
∑M−1
m=0 (r0,mα
∗
1,m − r∗1,mα0,m + r∗2,mα3,m − r3,mα∗2,m),
s˜2 =
∑M−1
m=0 (r0,mα
∗
2,m + r
∗
1,mα3,m − r∗2,mα0,m − r3,mα∗1,m),
s˜3 =
∑M−1
m=0 (r0,mα
∗
3,m − r∗1,mα2,m − r∗2,mα1,m + r3,mα∗0,m).
(4.9)
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Figure 4.2: Receiver block diagram for STBC concatenated with turbo codes.
These soft outputs of STBC decoders are passed to the turbo decoder. Figure 4.2 shows
the receiver block diagram for STBC concatenated with turbo codes. The serial to
parallel converter in Figure 4.2 stores these soft outputs of STBC decoder until the
whole block of data arrive, because turbo codes are performed over a block of data.
The in-phase and quadrature-phase components of S˜ and the a priori information Z(1)
which is initialized to be zero are inputs to the first MAP decoder. The likelihood
ratio output of the first decoder, Λ(1) is passed, together with interleaved components,
to the second MAP decoder. These procedures are repeated over a certain number of
iterations between two constituent decoders as seen in Figure 4.2. Once the iterations
are completed, the final likelihood ratio outputs of the second MAP decoder result in
the decoded data bits after going through the deinterleaver and the hard limiter. The
following Section shows the BER performance of STBC concatenated with turbo codes.
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4.2 Performance Results for STBC Concatenated
with Turbo Codes
Three STBC schemes are serially concatenated with turbo codes according to the pro-
cedures in Section 4.1. The encoding schemes for those three schemes are presented in
Section 2.2. The G2 and G3 schemes are designed in an orthogonal method, given in
Equation (2.23), on the other hand, the G4 scheme is designed in a quasi-orthogonal
method, and given in Equation (2.38). The specific differences and properties of these
STBC schemes were described in Section 2.2. These G2, G3, and G4 schemes are con-
catenated with the turbo code scheme which was given in Section 3.3.1, and their BER
performances are shown via simulation in this Section. The simulation results in this
Section are obtained over the same channel environment, Rayleigh fading channel with
the normalized Doppler frequency parameter (fdTs), 0.01.
The BER performance for the turbo concatenation to G2 scheme is shown in Figure 4.3.
The SNR in the result is controlled by the variance of AWGN. Since the energy of a
baseband symbol is
√
2/2, the baseband noise variance is (N
√
2)/(2SNR), where N is
the number of transmitter. The trellis length for the turbo code is 1024 trellis times, and
the block interleaver of the same length is used for this scheme. Since the exponential
computation in the MAP decoding algorithm causes the round-off errors occuring from
numerical values with limited precision, the Max-Log-MAP algorithm which turns the
exponential computation into a simple selection algorithm is used for our simulation.
About 5.5 dB gain between 2 receivers and 1 receiver was observed for G2 scheme before
the concatenation in Section 2.2 and approximately the same gain is achieved after the
concatenation in Figure 4.3. The coding gain contributed by the turbo concatenation
is easily observed, when we compare the performance of STBC concatenated to turbo
codes with the performance of STBC alone. The diversity gain which differs by each
STBC scheme makes the difference in each performance result. The large performance
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Figure 4.3: BER performance for STBC (G2) concatenated with turbo codes over
Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 0.01.
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Figure 4.4: BER performance for STBC (G3) concatenated with turbo codes over
Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 0.01.
gap between one iteration and two iterations for ISTTC reflects the typical performance
of iterative decoding.
At least two iterations in decoding of turbo codes are required for the considerable
improvement in BER performance for all three concatenation cases. The BER perfor-
mances of turbo concatenation with G3 and G4 schemes are shown in Figure 4.4 and
4.5, respectively. Whereas G2 and G3 schemes achieve full diversity whose diversity gain
is calculated by the number of transmitters times the number of receiver (NM), the G4
scheme has diversity gain of 2M , which shows an inferior performance for one receiver
case to G2 or G3 schemes concatenated with turbo codes. But as Figure 4.5 shows, it
compensates for the lower diversity gain easily by increasing the number of receivers.
Full transmission rate is more important for very low SNR and high BER, however, full
diversity is the right choice for high SNR and low BER [22]. But the concatenation of
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Figure 4.5: BER performance for STBC (Quasi-Orthogonal) concatenated with turbo
codes over Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 0.01.
turbo code to G4 with two receivers achieves almost an equal performance to other two
cases as well as the higher transmission rate.
There is a considerable performance gain by concatenating turbo codes with STBC, as
seen from the results. It is achieved by a relatively simple design procedure. Full trans-
mission rate as well as the diversity gain can be accomplished even with the higher num-
ber of transmitters by concatenating turbo codes to STBC designed in quasi-orthogonal
method and increasing the number of receivers. The fact that the interleaver of turbo
codes are known to mitigate the channel correlation effect caused from the fading chan-
nel [64], which eventually contributes to the performance improvement, is another ad-
vantage we can reap by turbo concatenation.
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Chapter 5
Serial Concatenation of Turbo
Codes with Space-Time Block
Codes in No Channel Estimation
Although STBC provides fairly good diversity gain over the Rayleigh fading channel
using only linear processing at the receiver, it requires the channel state estimation for
decoding at the receiver end. Sending extra symbols for initial estimates of the time
varying channel increases the complexity of the system and decreases the transmission
rate as well. It has been considered difficult to estimate the time varying channel, thus,
the transmit diversity with no channel estimation (TDNC) where neither the transmit-
ter nor the receiver requires channel state estimation was proposed in [23]. The TDNC
was concatenated with turbo codes and it showed conspicuous improvement in BER
performance [25]. Serial concatenation of turbo codes to the STBC with no channel
estimation (STBCNC) was also proposed in [24]. TDNC is a special case of STBCNC,
that is, STBC having higher number of transmitters than TDNC also can be performed
without channel estimation. Design procedures for TDNC and STBCNC are described
in this Chapter. The TDNC scheme as well as the STBCNC is performed recursively
and differentially using the received symbols in the previous time frame, thus, the hard
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decision information needs to be passed recursively back to the next symbol detection.
On the other hand, turbo codes need the soft information for the iterative decoding.
Hence, it is necessary to implement two different decoding routines (one for the hard
decision and the other for the soft decision) for the concatenation of turbo codes to the
TDNC or STBCNC.
The restriction on fdTs which was imposed for the proper operation of TDNC or ST-
BCNC can be loosened from the serial concatenation of turbo codes. Mathematic analy-
sis on this fact will be illustrated and the BER performances for these schemes will be
shown in this Chapter.
5.1 Space-Time Block Codes with No Channel Es-
timation
Some previous researches, [23][25] introduced the transmit diversity without channel
estimation to reduce the overall system complexity. Their results were restricted to two
transmitters. However, space-time codes with no channel estimation can be implemented
for any number of transmitters in [24]. Design procedures for these STBCNC schemes,
and their restrictions for proper operation will be illustrated in this Section.
5.1.1 Transmit Diversity with No Channel Estimation
The TDNC description in this Section is based upon the references, [23][25]. About
3 dB degradation of SNR at BER 10−3 is observed for TDNC, when it is compared
with TD proposed by Alamouti under the restriction of fdTs ≤ 10−3. Since the TD
(Alamouti Scheme) requires the complete channel estimation, extra symbols for initial
estimates of the time varying channel need to be sent, which results in higher complexity
to the system and decreases the transmission rate as well. The TDNC lowers the system
complexity at the cost of 3 dB performance penalty.
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A. Method A TDNC does not require the channel state information. However, the
transmission of two known symbols at the start of an information block is neces-
sary to compute the next symbols at the receiver.
The channel is assumed to be constant from t to t+3τ for four consecutive trans-
mission symbol periods, where τ is one symbol period. The receiver computes
the next symbols, s2 and s3 from the known s0, s1, r0,m, r1,m, r2,m and r3,m and
proceeds to obtain further symbols recursively.
The received symbols for four consecutive transmission periods, r0,m, r1,m, r2,m
and r3,m can be written as,
r0,m = r(t) = α0,ms0 + α1,ms1 + η0,m,
r1,m = r(t+ τ) = −α0,ms∗1 + α1,ms∗0 + η1,m,
r2,m = r(t+ 2τ) = α0,ms2 + α1,ms3 + η2,m,
r3,m = r(t+ 3τ) = −α0,ms∗3 + α1,ms∗2 + η3,m,
(5.1)
where αi,m and ηt,m are channel path gains and AWGN respectively.
The receiver builds intermediate values A and B from the received symbols,
A =
∑M−1
m=0 {r0,m · (r3,m)∗ − r2,m · (r1,m)∗},
B =
∑M−1
m=0 {r2,m · (r0,m)∗ + r1,m · (r3,m)∗}. (5.2)
The next step is to build estimates of s2 and s3 as follows,
s˜2 = As
∗
1 +Bs0,
s˜3 = −As∗0 +Bs1. (5.3)
The receiver now decodes s2 and s3 by computing the closest symbol constellation
to s˜2 and s˜3. Once s2 and s3 are obtained, s0, s1, s2, and s3 in Equation (5.1) are
replaced by s2, s3, s4, and s5. Those terms, r0, r1, r2, and r3 are replaced by r2, r3,
r4, and r5, as well. This process is recursively continued to compute all following
symbols.
B. Method B The symbol transmitted from antenna 0 is s0, and s1 from antenna 1.
The symbol transmitted from antenna 0 is (-s∗1) and the symbol transmitted from
antenna 1 is s∗0 over the next symbol period, where ∗ is the complex conjugate
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Table 5.1: Transmitted and received sequences over channel path gains α0 and α1 for
the scheme, G2
Receiver Transmitter 0 Transmitter 1
r0 at time t0 s0 s1
r1 at time t0+T -s
∗
1 s
∗
0
Channel path gains –> α˜0 α˜1
operation.
As seen from the Table 5.1, α0 is obtained by multiplying two received symbols
with the complex conjugates of symbols in Transmitter 0 column and dividing by
the energy of tranmitted symbols in that column. The α1 is calculated in the same
way. That is, the channel path gain is computed as
α˜0,m =
r0,ms
∗
0 − r1,ms1
|s0|2 + |s1|2 , α˜1,m =
r0,ms
∗
1 + r1,ms0
|s0|2 + |s1|2 . (5.4)
Once these channel path gains are obtained, we can apply the obtained channel
information to Equation (2.35) to get s˜. The receiver decodes s0 or s1 by computing
the closest symbol constellation to s˜0 or s˜1. After these s0 and s1 are decoded,
they are fed back to the TD decoder to compute the next set of two symbols.
The performance of both ‘Method A’ and ‘Method B’ is exactly identical. The BER
performance of TD and TDNC is compared in Figure 5.1. We can observe the TDNC is
3 dB degraded from the performance of TD at the BER of 10−3. The TD system in the
Figure is designed over the Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 10
−2 and the TDNC is
performed over the Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 10
−4, because TDNC is optimally
performed when fdTs ≤ 10−4. The restriction on fdTs will be described in the following
Section 5.1.3 in detail.
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Figure 5.1: BER performance comparison between TD and TDNC transmitted over
Rayleigh fading channel.
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5.1.2 Space-Time Block Codes with No Channel Estimation
The ‘Method B’ of TDNC design can be generalized for any number of transmitter
case, which is the STBC design with no channel estimation. Although the channel state
information is not needed for STBCNC, the transmission of K known symbols at the
start of an information block is necessary to compute the next symbols at the receiver.
K is the number of constellation symbols transmitted over T time slots. The channel
is assumed to be constant over 2T periods. The receiver computes the next K symbols
from the known previous K symbols and the received symbols and proceeds to obtain
further symbols recursively. The channel path gain, αn,m represents the channel state
information between the nth transmitter and the mth receiver.
In general, since an STBC is represented by a T x N transmission matrix G, the elements
in the nth column of G are symbols transmitted over T symbol periods at the nth
transmitter and denoted as X0n, X1n, ..., X(T−1)n. Then, the channel path gain is
computed as
α˜n,m =
r0,mX
∗
0n + r1,mX
∗
1n + ...+ r(T−1),mX
∗
(T−1)n
|X0n|2 + |X1n|2 + ...+ |X(T−1)n|2 , (5.5)
where rt,m is the received symbol at time t at the mth receiver.
The calculated channel path gain, α˜n,m is used for decoding the next K symbols, and
this process is recursively continued to compute all following symbols.
For example, the channel path gain for G3 in Equation (2.23) is calculated as
α˜0,m =
A
2(|s0|2+|s1|2+|s2|2+|s3|2) ,
α˜1,m =
B
2(|s0|2+|s1|2+|s2|2+|s3|2) ,
α˜2,m =
C
2(|s0|2+|s1|2+|s2|2+|s3|2) ,
(5.6)
where A, B, and C are
A = r0,ms
∗
0 − r1,ms∗1 − r2,ms∗2 − r3,ms∗3 + r4,ms0
−r5,ms1 − r6,ms2 − r7,ms3,
B = r0,ms
∗
1 + r1,ms
∗
0 + r2,ms
∗
3 − r3,ms∗2 + r4,ms1
+r5,ms0 + r6,ms3 − r7,ms2,
C = r0,ms
∗
2 − r1,ms∗3 + r2,ms∗0 + r3,ms∗1 + r4,ms2
−r5,ms3 + r6,ms0 + r7,ms1.
(5.7)
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Figure 5.2: BER performance comparison between STBC (G3) and STBCNC transmit-
ted over Rayleigh fading channel.
Once these channel path gains are obtained, we can apply the obtained channel informa-
tion to Equation (2.37) to get s˜ according to each STBC scheme. The receiver decodes
sx where x is 0 through K-1 by computing the closest symbol constellation to s˜x. After
these sx are decoded, they are fed back to the STBC decoder to compute the next set
of K symbols.
The BER performance of STBC designed in G3 and STBCNC is compared in Figure 5.2.
The STBCNC is observed to be 3.5 dB degraded from the performance of STBC at the
BER of 10−3 in case of one receiver. The performance degradation for STBCNC with
two receiver case is deepened to 5 dB. The STBC system in the Figure is designed
over the Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 10
−2 and the STBCNC is performed over
the Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 10
−4. This is because STBCNC is optimally
performed when fdTs ≤ 10−4.
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5.1.3 Channel Restriction for the Optimal Performance of ST-
BCNC
For the proper operation of STBCNC, the channel is assumed to be constant for 2T
periods. Thus, we need to illustrate the restriction on fdTs for the optimal operation of
STBCNC.
The level crossing rate and average fade duration of a Rayleigh fading signal are two
important factors which are useful to relate the time variance of the received signal to
the signal level and velocity of the mobile. The number of level crossings per second
(NR) is defined as
NR =
√
2πfdρe
−ρ2 , (5.8)
where fd is the maximum Doppler frequency and ρ = R/Rrms is a specified signal level R
normalized to the rms value of Rayleigh fading envelope [51]. The average fade duration
is defined as the average period of time for which the received signal is below a specified
level R [51]. For a Rayleigh fading channel, this is given as τ¯ = 1
NR
P [r ≤ R], where
P [r ≤ R] is the probability that the received signal r is less than R.
P [r ≤ R] =
∫ R
0
p(r)dr = 1− exp
(
− R
2
2σ2
)
, (5.9)
where p(r) is the probability density function of Rayleigh distribution. Since Rrms is the
square root of the mean square, that is,
√
2σ, the Equation (5.9) becomes 1− exp(−ρ2).
Thus, combining the Equation (5.8) and (5.9), the average fade duration (τ¯) as a function
of the fading depth normalized to the symbol duration is obtained as,
τ¯ =
eρ
2 − 1
ρfdTs
√
2π
. (5.10)
The unit of the average fade duration (τ¯) is the number of symbols, because τ¯ represents
a certain length of symbol period. When we set the ρ to be 0.01, τ¯ gets 1/(100
√
2πfdTs)
and τ¯ becomes 1/(10
√
2πfdTs) for the ρ, 0.1. Since the channel is assumed to be constant
for at least four consecutive symbols for the right performance of TDNC system, the
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Figure 5.3: BER performance for TDNC over Rayleigh fading channel with various fdTs.
fdTs should be less than 9 x 10
−4 for the ρ, 0.01 and it should be less than 10−2 for the
ρ, 0.1.
Figure 5.3 shows the BER performance of TDNC designed both with two transmitters
and two receivers and with two transmitters and one receiver, transmitted over Rayleigh
fading channel with fdTs, from 10
−2 to 10−4. As seen from the figure, TDNC does not
perform properly on high SNR area when fdTs is 0.01, though the performance for fdTs,
10−3 is not much distorted from fdTs, 10−4.
We can observe the similar results for STBCNC in G3 scheme in Figure 5.4. Since the
channel is assumed to be constant for at least 16 consecutive symbol periods for G3, the
fdTs should be much less than 9 x 10
−4. However, we can see that STBCNC using G3
performs well around fdTs, 10
−4 from Figure 5.4, and 5.5. It is simply deduced that the
G3 scheme also raises the diversity gain as well as the number of time slots T , which helps
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Figure 5.4: BER performance of STBCNC over Rayleigh fading channel with various
fdTs.
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Figure 5.5: BER performance comparison between STBCNC (3Tx-1Rx) and TDNC
(2Tx-1Rx) over Rayleigh fading channel with various fdTs.
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STBCNC using G3 to perform as optimally as TDNC around fdTs, 10
−4. Figure 5.5
shows the BER performance comparison between STBCNC with 3 transmitters and
TDNC. We can confirm the optimal performance of STBCNC, as long as fdTs is less
than 10−4.
5.2 Serial Concatenation of Turbo Codes with ST-
BCNC
Since STBCNC is performed recursively and differentially using the received symbols
in the previous time frame, the hard decision information need to be passed recursively
back to the next symbol detection. On the other hand, turbo codes need the soft de-
cision information for the iterative decoding. Hence, it is necessary to implement two
different decoding routines, one for the hard decision and the other for the soft decision,
for the concatenation of turbo codes with STBCNC. Figure 5.6 shows the receiver block
diagram for STBCNC concatenated with turbo codes. The block diagram of the trans-
mitter part for STBCNC concatenated with turbo codes is identical to Figure 4.1.
The initial two symbols among the transmitted block of data from each constituent
RSC encoder should be known at the decoder to implement STBCNC. It depends on
the interleaver design to have the first two symbols transmitted from RSC encoder 2 in
Figure 4.1 known at the decoder. In order to make turbo codes as simple as possible,
√
BS x
√
BS block interleaver is used, where BS is the block size of turbo codes set in
the way to make
√
BS be an integer. For a rate 1/2 of each constituent RSC encoder,
two input bits create four outputs and thus, two symbols according to the QPSK symbol
mapping. Hence, we can set the first and the
√
BSth bit for RSC encoder 2 as well as
the first and the second bit for RSC encoder 1 to be known at the decoder. The output
of STBCNC decoder, s˜ is soft information which is passed to the turbo decoder for the
error correction and is also passed to Decision to be turned into hard decision symbols
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Figure 5.6: Receiver block diagram for STBCNC concatenated with turbo codes.
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Figure 5.7: BER performance for STBCNC (2Tx-1Rx) concatenated with turbo codes
over Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 0.01 and 0.001.
and recursively fed back to the STBCNC decoder.
Performance results for these STBC systems concatenated with turbo codes are shown
at the following section. The SNR in the result is controlled by the variance of
AWGN. Since the energy of a baseband symbol is
√
2/2, the baseband noise variance is
(N
√
2)/(2SNR), where N is the number of transmitter.
5.3 Performances for Serial Concatenation of Turbo
Codes with STBCNC
The optimal performance of STBCNC is achieved on condition that fdTs is less than
10−4. However, the restriction on fdTs can be loosened when STBCNC is concatenated
with turbo codes. As seen from Figure 5.7 and 5.8, STBCNC (2Tx-1Rx) concatenated
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Figure 5.8: BER performance of transmit diversity (2Tx-1Rx) concatenated with turbo
codes with or without channel estimation (or SI-channel side info.) over Rayleigh fading
channel with fdTs, 0.01.
with turbo codes does perform optimally even for fdTs, 0.01. For BER 10
−3, 4 dB per-
formance difference is observed between STBCNC concatenated with turbo codes over
Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 10
−2 and with fdTs, 10−3. For the STBC schemes
in two transmitters with or without channel estimation concatenated with turbo codes
in Figure 5.8, SNR 3.2 dB difference is observed in BER scope from 10−3 to 10−4 over
Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 0.01. Most results in this article are obtained by
iterating turbo decoders in 1, 2, 4, or 8 times. In Figure 5.9, the STBCNC with 2 trans-
mitters and 2 receivers performs 6 dB better than the STBCNC with 2 transmitters and
1 receiver at BER 10−3, when they are concatenated with turbo codes.
The trellis length for turbo codes is 1024 bits, and the block interleaver of the same
length is used for this scheme. Since the exponential computation in the MAP decod-
ing algorithm causes the round-off errors occuring from numerical values with limited
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Figure 5.9: BER performance comparison between STBCNC (2Tx-2Rx) and STBCNC
(2Tx-1Rx), concatenated with turbo codes over Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 0.01.
precision, the Max-Log-MAP algorithm which turns the exponential computation into
a simple selection algorithm is used for our simulation of turbo codes.
The BER performance comparison among the STBCNC schemes with 3 transmitters
are shown in Figure 5.10. There is about 5 dB advantage for 3 transmitters and 2 re-
ceivers case at the BER of 10−3. In Figure 5.11, the STBCNC with 3 transmitters and
1 receiver shows 2 dB degradation from the STBC with the same condition over the
BER range between 10−3 and 10−4, when they are concatenated with turbo codes. Two
iterations of turbo decoders are enough for the optimal performance of both STBCNC
and STBC concatenated with turbo codes. The large performance gap between one
iteration and two iterations reflects the natural performance property of turbo codes.
The performance results under the Rayleigh fading channel environment with different
fdTs are shown in Figure 5.12. The STBCNC scheme with fdTs 0.01 is 3 dB inferior to
the same scheme with fdTs 0.001, when they are concatenated with turbo codes.
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Figure 5.10: BER performance for STBCNC (3Tx-1Rx and 3Tx-2Rx) concatenated with
turbo codes in 1, 2, 4, and 8 iterations over Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 0.01.
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Figure 5.11: BER performance comparison between STBCNC (3Tx-1Rx) and STBC
(3Tx-1Rx) concatenated with turbo codes in 1, 2, 4, and 8 iterations over Rayleigh
fading channel with fdTs, 0.01.
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Figure 5.12: BER performance for STBCNC (3Tx-1Rx) concatenated with turbo codes
in 1, 2, 4, and 8 iterations over Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 0.01 and 0.001.
We introduced various design schemes of STBC without channel estimation, and their
concatenation with turbo codes. Reliable communication is achieved, in a relatively sim-
ple design procedure even without channel estimation, and by the diversity created by
STBC. The concatenation of turbo codes with the STBCNC systems improves coding
gains and results in the improvement of energy efficiency.
We also analytically showed the relationship between the performance improvement of
STBCNC and fdTs in Section 5.1.3. Our simulation results verified our findings. For
STBCNC, hard decision outputs from the STBCNC decoder are required to be fed back
to the STBCNC decoder, itself for the next symbol detection, whereas soft decision out-
puts are needed for outer turbo decoders. This implementation detail is shown via the
block diagram of Figure 5.6.
Finally, we showed that the concatenation of turbo codes with STBCNC loosened the
restriction on fdTs. As was shown in Figure 5.3 and 5.4, distortions for fast fading chan-
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nels occured in the high SNR region. The turbo-concatenation brings the performance
region of our interest down to the low SNR region in which the STBCNC schemes are
less susceptible to fdTs. Another reason that the restriction on fdTs is loosened by con-
catenating turbo codes with STBCNC is that the channel correlation factor caused from
fdTs is mitigated by interleavers inside turbo coding system [64].
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Chapter 6
Iteratively Decoded Space-Time
Trellis Codes
We propose an iteratively decoded space-time trellis code (ISTTC) scheme in this Chap-
ter. That is, a space-time trellis code (STTC) is used as a constituent code of turbo
codes. The details about computing the extrinsic information shared between two con-
stituent STTC decoders are described. Our simulation shows that ISTTC outperforms
the space-time block codes (STBC) achieving the same data rate.
The performance upper bound for ISTTC is analyzed in addition to the simulation re-
sults. We provide mathematic analyses for an iteratively decoded space-time trellis code
(ISTTC) scheme according to the transfer function bound principle illustrated in [68].
The transfer function for the proposed ISTTC scheme is obtained and used toward com-
puting the performance bound. The analytical results will be compared with simulation
results.
6.1 Implementation of ISTTC
The STTC system in this Section consists of two transmitters and one or two receivers.
The channel is assumed to be Doppler-shifted flat fading. The received signal rt,m at
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Figure 6.1: ISTTC encoder block diagram I.
the receiver m and time t is given by
rt,m =
1∑
n=0
αn,mSt,n + ηt,m, (6.1)
where the parameter ηt,m represents the AWGN. The symbol, St,n is transmitted at time
t from transmitter n. At a certain symbol period t, two symbols in both transmitters
are sent out at the same time. The channel path gain αn,m between the n
th transmitter
and the mth receiver is assumed to be independent of different paths.
Figure 6.1 shows the encoder block diagram of our ISTTC scheme. For the constituent
STTC with 4-state trellis and the throughput of 2 bits/sec/Hz given in [7], the symbols
transmitted from ‘Tx 1’ of Figure 6.1 make a decision on the trellis-transition, thus only
those symbols making a trellis-transition are interleaved for the constituent encoder
‘STTC 1’ in Figure 6.1.
The source data and the interleaved data are encoded through each constituent STTC
encoder. Two symbols together out of each constituent code are alternately transmitted
through the multiplexer, and two transmitters. That is, two symbols from ‘STTC 0’ are
transmitted at one symbol period, and two symbols from ‘STTC 1’ are transmitted at
the next symbol period. The received signal rt,m and its interleaved version r
′
t,m is shown
in the decoder block diagram, Figure 6.2. The serial-to-parallel (‘S/P’) converter stores
all the incoming data, rt,m and r
′
t,m over whole trellis, which are denoted as r¯ and r¯
′. The
parameters ir¯, qr¯, ir¯′, and qr¯′ in Figure 6.2 represent the in-phase or quadrature-phase
components of r¯ and r¯′. These are fed to the MAP decoder 0, or 1 in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: ISTTC decoder block diagram.
Since one QPSK symbol consists of two bits, which decide a trellis-transition, the a
priori probability information which will be passed between two constituent decoders is
composed of two independent information, Z0 and Z1 as in Figure 6.2. That is, when m0
and m1 are denoted as those two bits mapped into one symbol, the a priori probability
for a symbol is
P (St) = P (m0 ∩m1)
= P (m0)P (m1),
(6.2)
for independent m0 and m1. Thus, the branch metric known as γ for a Log-MAP algo-
rithm is given as logP (rt|St)+logP (m0)+logP (m1). The probability P (m0) is derived
from the a priori input, Z0 as follows :
logP (m0) = Z0m0 − log(1 + exp(Z0)). (6.3)
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Table 6.1: QPSK Symbol Mapping III
Index Bits Modulation
St m0m1 I(St) +Q(St)
0 1 1 1 + j
1 1 0 1− j
2 0 1 −1 + j
3 0 0 −1− j
P (m1) is obtained from the a priori input, Z1 in the same way as P (m0).
Two likelihood ratios need to be computed for m0 and m1, respectively. If we denote the
total sum of the forward recursion α, the branch metric, γ, and the backward recursion,
β for each symbol S0, S1, S2, and S3 as λ0, λ1, λ2, and λ3, respectively, then the log-
likelihood ratio for m0 is
Λ0 = (λ0 + λ1)− (λ2 + λ3), (6.4)
and the log-likelihood ratio for m1 is
Λ1 = (λ0 + λ2)− (λ1 + λ3). (6.5)
From Table 6.1, both λ0 and λ1 are computed when m0 is 1 and both λ2 and λ3 are
obtained when m0 is 0. Thus, Λ0 is obtained as in (6.4). Similarly, both λ0 and λ2 are
computed when m1 is 1, and when m1 is 0, both λ1 and λ3 are obtained. Hence, Λ1 is
obtained as (6.5).
The log-likelihood ratios Λ0 and Λ1 have the following relation with extrinsic information,
l0 and l1 in Figure 6.2,
Λ0 = ir¯ + Z0 + l0,
Λ1 = qr¯ + Z1 + l1.
(6.6)
After a certain set of iterations, the final log-likelihood ratios of the second constituent
decoder are passed through the deinterleaver and the decisions for m0 and m1 at each
trellis time are made.
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Figure 6.3: ISTTC encoder block diagram II.
6.2 Performance Bounds on Iteratively Decoded Space-
Time Trellis Codes
The analogy between ISTTC and turbo codes spawns the idea that the transfer function
bound principle illustrated in [68] can be also applied toward obtaining the performance
bound for ISTTC. The transfer function bound technique employs a recursion equation
to compute the necessary transfer function coefficients efficiently for large block length.
The performance bound is obtained using the result of transfer function coefficients.
This bound will be compared with simulation results.
6.2.1 Derivation of Transfer Function
We analyze an STTC scheme with a 4-state trellis and throughput of 2 bits/sec/Hz.
Figure 2.9 shows the 4-state trellis diagram for an STTC scheme where symbols are
mapped in QPSK modulation. The trellis implies the encoding scheme is processed in
a systematic way, because the input symbols are transmitted from ‘Tx 1’ in Figure 6.3,
whereas ‘Tx 0’ transmits the same symbols transmitted from ‘Tx 1’ at the previous
symbol period. The first digit shown in the numeral column of Figure 2.9 represents the
symbols transmitted from ‘Tx 0’ and the second digit represents the symbols transmitted
from ‘Tx 1’. Thus, the symbols from ‘Tx 0’ are redundant and all the transmitted
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Figure 6.4: State diagram for an STTC scheme in 2-STC, QPSK, 4 states.
symbols from ‘Tx 1’ are information symbols.
The trellis scheme of Figure 2.9 can be converted to state diagram as in Figure 6.4. A
label of the state diagram is expressed with a monomial LlI iDd, where l is always equal
to 1, and i and d are either 0, 1, or 2, depending on whether the corresponding input
and output symbol indexes are 0 through 3 as in Table 6.1. Since the labels represent
input and output symbols, the corresponding hamming weight in bits are 0, 1, or 2. The
symbols transmitted from ‘Tx 0’ are the output symbols and those transmitted from
‘Tx 1’ are the input symbols.
When a state diagram is expressed in t(l, i, d) the number of paths of length l, input
weight i, and output weight d, the corresponding transfer function is defined by
T (L, I,D) =
∑
l≥0
∑
i≥0
∑
d≥0
LlI iDdt(l, i, d). (6.7)
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Applying Mason’s gain formula in [59][69] to the state diagram of Figure 6.4, the transfer
function starting from state 0 and ending at state 0 is obtained as
T (L, I,D) = (4L3I3D3 − 6L4I4D4 + 2L3I4D4 + LI2D2 − L2I3D3)/(1− LI2D2
−2LID − L− 5L3I3D3 − L3I3D4 − 3L3I2D2 − 3L3I4D4 + 2L2I3D3
+2L2I2D2 + 2L2ID + 7L4I4D4).
(6.8)
If we multiply both sides of Equation (6.8) by the denominator of the right hand side,
and take the coefficient of t(l, i, d) of both sides of the resulting equation, the following
recursion determining t(l, i, d) for l ≥ 0, i ≥ 0, d ≥ 0 is obtained:
t(l, i, d) = t(l − 1, i− 2, d− 2) + 2t(l − 1, i− 1, d− 1) + t(l − 1, i, d)
+5t(l − 3, i− 3, d− 3) + t(l − 3, i− 3, d− 4) + 3t(l − 3, i− 2, d− 2)
+3t(l − 3, i− 4, d− 4)− 2t(l − 2, i− 3, d− 3)− 2t(l − 2, i− 2, d− 2)
−2t(l − 2, i− 1, d− 1)− 7t(l − 4, i− 4, d− 4) + 4δ(l − 3, i− 3, d− 3)
−6δ(l − 4, i− 4, d− 4) + 2δ(l − 3, i− 4, d− 4) + δ(l − 1, i− 2, d− 2)
−δ(l − 2, i− 3, d− 3),
(6.9)
where δ(l, i, d) = 1 if l = i = d = 0 and δ(l, i, d) = 0 otherwise, and with initial conditions
that t(l, i, d) = 0 if any index is negative. At the following Section, Derivation of the
Bound, the input-output weight enumerator t(l, i, d) is used to obtain a union bound
on the probabilities of bit error, over an assumed AWGN channel with symbol SNR
(Es/N0).
6.2.2 Derivation of the Bound
The ISTTC scheme shown in Figure 6.3 is identical to a scheme constructed as a parallel
concatenation of its three code fragments, each output of which is information symbol,
parity check symbol, and its interleaved version of parity check symbol. Since the trellis
of ISTTC has block length N , there are t(N, i, d) symbol fragments of input weight i
and output weight d from the two parity symbol fragments.
Denoting p(d|i) to be the conditional probability of producing a symbol fragment of
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weight d given a randomly selected input sequence of weight i, we obtain [68]:
p(d|i) = t(N, i, d)(
N
i
) , (6.10)
where
(
N
i
)
= N !
i!(N−i)! .
For the uncoded information fragment, p(d|i) = δ(i, d), where
δ(i, d) =
{
1 if d = i
0 otherwise
(6.11)
Assuming the interleaver to be random, the probability p˜(d0, d1, d2|i) that any input
sequence with weight i will be mapped into the uncoded information fragment of weight
d0, parity check symbol fragment of weight d1, and the interleaved version of parity
check symbol fragment of weight d2 is
p˜(d0, d1, d2|i) = p1(d0|i)p(d1|i)p(d2|i). (6.12)
The conditional probability that a maximum-likelihood decoder might prefer a partic-
ular symbol of total weight d = d0 + d1 + d2 to the symbol with hamming weight 0 is
Q
(√
2dEs
N0
)
, where Q(.) is the complementary unit variance Gaussian distribution func-
tion. Hence, the information bit-error probability Pb is upper bounded by [68]
Pb ≤
N∑
i=1
i
N
(
N
i
)
Ed|i

Q


√
2dEs
N0



 , (6.13)
where the conditional expectation Ed|i{.} is over the probability distribution p˜(d0, d1, d2|i).
6.3 Performance and Analytic Results
The following sub-Sections provide the evaluation of the performance bound in addition
to the simulation results of ISTTC.
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6.3.1 Simulation Results
The frame error rate (FER - the frame size 128 bits) performance comparison between
ISTTC and STBC with 3 transmitters is shown in Figure 6.5. The G3 scheme shown in
Equation 2.23 is used for our STBC scheme to be compared with ISTTC. The G3 scheme
requires 3 antennas to transmit, which achieves the rate 1/2 and thus, the throughput of
1 bit/sec/Hz. On the other hand, two transmitters, 4-state trellis, and QPSK symbols
are used for the ISTTC simulation. One, two, or eight iterations between two constituent
decoders are performed for the ISTTC scheme over Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs,
10−2. The trellis length for ISTTC is 1024 trellis times, and the block interleaver of the
same length is used for this scheme. In order to avoid the round-off errors occuring from
numerical values with limited precision that the exponential computation in the MAP
decoding algorithm causes, the Max-Log-MAP algorithm which turns the exponential
computation into a simple selection algorithm is used for our simulation of ISTTC.
The ISTTC with two receivers obtains 5 dB gains over the ISTTC with one receiver at
the FER of 10−2. The large performance gap between one iteration and two iterations
for ISTTC reflects the typical performance of iterative decoding. For the FER of 10−2,
the ISTTC achieves about 1.5 dB gain over the STBC in G3 method for both one and
two corresponding receivers, with the same throughput attained. This gain is obtained
even with one less transmitters than the STBC scheme. Hence, we can easily see that
the ISTTC achieves a competitive performance over other space-time codes with equal
data rate.
The FER (with the frame size 128 bits) performance comparison between ISTTC
and turbo codes is shown in Figure 6.6. Two transmitters, 4-state trellis, and QPSK
symbols are used for our ISTTC simulation. The 4-state recursive systematic constituent
encoders with the overall rate 1/3 are employed for turbo code simulation. One, two,
and eight iterations between two constituent decoders are performed for both ISTTC
and turbo code schemes over Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 10
−2. The trellis length
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Figure 6.5: BER performance comparison between ISTTC (4-state trellis) with 1, 2, or
8 iterations and STBC with 3 transmitters designed to achieve rate 1/2 over Rayleigh
fading channel with fdTs, 0.01.
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Figure 6.6: FER performance comparison among ISTTC (2Tx-1Rx), ISTTC (2Tx-2Rx)
and Turbo codes simulated in 1, 2, and 8 iterations over Rayleigh fading channel with
fdTs, 0.01.
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for both ISTTC and turbo codes is equal as 1024, and a block interleaver is used for
both schemes. The Max-Log-MAP algorithm is used for our simulation for both ISTTC
and turbo codes.
The ISTTC with two receivers obtains 5 dB gains over the ISTTC with one receiver for
a FER of 10−3. The large performance gap between one iteration and two iterations
for both ISTTC and turbo codes reflects the typical performance of iterative decoding.
The error floor formed at a FER of 6x10−6 is another natural property of turbo code
performance. The ISTTC with two receivers is just 2 dB worse than turbo codes at a
FER, 10−3 with twice as faster data transmission rate as turbo codes. Hence, we can
conclude that the proposed ISTTC scheme achieves the combined performance of both
channel codes and space-time codes with less system complexity.
The aforementioned idea of our ISTTC scheme is that the STTC trellis can be used
as a constituent code of a turbo code. The usual trellis codes make a transition in a
trellis by an input data bit, but the transition in the STTC trellis is determined by an
input symbol which is composed of k bits for 2k-PSK system. Thus, it was necessary to
implement passing the extrinsic information between two constituent decoders for all k
bits composing a symbol, which was described in the previous Section 6.1.
The reduced throughput caused from the parallel concatenated STTC scheme can be
compensated by combining ISTTC with an STBC in four transmitters. This is illustrated
in the following Chapter 7.
6.3.2 Performance Bound
In order to plot the bound on Pb in (6.13), we need to compute the recursion (6.9)
starting from l = i = d = 0 to l = i = d = N , and then save only the t(l, i, d) values for
l = N and from i = d = 0 to i = d = N . These t(N, i, d) values are applied forward to
compute Pb. For N = 100, a diverged and unacceptable bound greater than 1 occurs.
As N becomes larger, this divergence of bound becomes more serious [68]. The abrupt
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Figure 6.7: Transfer function bound versus simulated BER for the ISTTC with two
receivers.
transition happens when the information SNR drops below the threshold determined
by the computational cutoff rate R0, i.e., when SNR < −ln (21−r − 1) for a code with
rate r [68][70]. Figure 6.7 shows the comparison between the computed bounds and the
simulated BER performance for ISTTC with 2 receivers. The simulation of ISTTC is
performed under the AWGN environment just like the computed bound case. We observe
that, above the R0 threshold of 3 dB, the simulated BER for ISTTC asymptotically
approaches the error rate predicted by the transfer function bound. From the actual
simulation data, an error floor which is a natural property of iterative decoding was
formed. However, we cut off the tail of error floor to verify the right performance trend
of both simulated and computed error rates.
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Chapter 7
Iterative Decoding of Space-Time
Trellis Codes Combined with
Space-Time Block Codes
The space-time trellis codes combined with space-time block codes (STTC-STBC) pro-
vides an improved BER over the performance of space-time trellis codes (STTC) only.
In this chapter, we propose iteratively decoded STTC-STBC (ISTTC-STBC) schemes.
That is, the ISTTC proposed in Chapter 6 is serially combined with STBC. The re-
duced transmission rate from the iterative decoding can be compensated by combining
the STBC scheme with more transmitters. Design schemes of ISTTC-STBC are illus-
trated and their performance results are shown via simulation.
7.1 Implementation of ISTTC-STBC
Space-time trellis code (STTC) was introduced in [7] to improve both spectral and
power efficiency over the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) fading channels. It
is achieved due to the exploitation of the inherent parallelism and diversity within the
MIMO channel [67]. The STTC can be concatenated with STBC that has the same num-
ber of transmit antennas without changing transmission rate. About 1 dB performance
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Figure 7.1: Block diagram of STTC combined with Alamouti scheme.
advantage at the BER of 10−3 is observed by combining STTC (2 transmitters) with the
Alamouti scheme proposed in [21]. Furthermore, we propose to combine ISTTC with
STBC. The number of outputs from ISTTC is equal to the number of transmitters for
STBC in order not to change the overall transmission rate. The following sub-sections
describe the design of STTC-STBC and ISTTC-STBC in detail.
7.1.1 Space-Time Trellis Codes Combined with Space-Time
Block Codes
The received signal rt,m at the receiver m and time t is given by
rt,m =
N−1∑
n=0
αn,mSt,n + ηt,m, (7.1)
where the parameter ηt,m is AWGN. The symbol, St,n is transmitted at time t from
transmitter n. At a symbol period t, the N symbols in N transmitters are sent out at
the same time. The channel path gain αn,m between the n
th transmitter and the mth
receiver is assumed to be independent of different paths.
Figure 7.1 shows that the outputs of STTC are linearly arranged according to the
Alamouti scheme. The Alamouti scheme is an STBC scheme designed in the orthog-
onal method with two transmitters, achieving full diversity and full transmission rate.
The STTC with two transmitters and QPSK modulation achieves the throughput of 2
bits/s/Hz. The detail code construction for the STTC is illustrated in Section 2.3.
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Since the STTC is combined with the Alamouti scheme, the STTC outputs are grouped
to two symbols and linearly arranged according to the matrix (7.2) before transmission.
G2 =
[
St−1 St
-S∗t S
∗
t−1
]
. (7.2)
Columns and rows of the matrix (7.2) represent transmitters and symbol periods, re-
spectively. That is, those two elements in a row are transmitted from ‘Tx0’ and ‘Tx1’
at the same symbol period. The soft decision information for the received signals as in
(7.1) is obtained as follows [8][20][21][26],
S˜t−1 =
∑1
m=0
{
rt−1,mα∗0,m + r
∗
t,mα1,m
}
,
S˜t =
∑1
m=0
{
rt−1,mα∗1,m − r∗t,mα0,m
}
.
(7.3)
After obtaining soft decision outputs S˜t, we apply the Viterbi algorithm (VA) where
the branch metric is computed by
∣∣∣S˜t − St∣∣∣2. It is different from the branch metric of
the VA for STTC, which is computed by
∑1
m=0
∣∣∣rt,m −∑1n=0 αn,mSt,n
∣∣∣2, where St,n is the
symbol supposed to be transmitted at the symbol period t from the nth transmitter
according to the trellis scheme. Thus, the branch metric in VA of the STTC-STBC
decoder becomes simpler than the STTC one, because the channel path gains and the
symbols transmitted from ‘Tx0’ are already taken into account in (7.3) before computing
the branch metric of the VA. Hence, channel path gains αn,m do not have to be retrieved
each time computing the branch metric in VA.
The performance of STTC-STBC is shown in Figure 7.2, compared with the performance
of STTC over the Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs 10
−2. The STTC-STBC is better
performed for one receiver system. The STTC-STBC is 1 dB better than STTC using
1 receiver at BER 10−3. However, for 2 receivers, the performance gets closer between
STTC-STBC and STTC over the region above SNR 10 dB. The matrix G2 of (7.2) is
used for the STBC scheme, which does not change the overall transmission rate but
improves the performance by 1 dB for 1 receiver system.
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Figure 7.2: BER performance comparison between STTC and STTC-STBC over
Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 0.01.
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Figure 7.3: Encoder block diagram for iterative decoding of STTC-STBC with two
transmitters.
7.1.2 Iterative Decoding of Space-Time Trellis Codes Com-
bined with Space-Time Block Codes
The encoder block diagram for the iteratively decoded STTC-STBC (ISTTC-STBC)
whose STBC is designed in Alamouti scheme is shown in Figure 7.3. The parallel
concatenation of two constituent STTC reduces the overall throughput to 1 bit/sec/Hz.
Thus, we propose to combine the ISTTC with an STBC designed in the quasi-orthogonal
method of [22] in order to increase the rate of ISTTC-STBC to 2 bits/sec/Hz. This
is achieved with increasing the number of transmitters. Whereas the codes designed
in orthogonal methods illustrated in Section 7.1.1 use the orthogonal property of the
codes [8][20], the reference [22] proposed structures that are not orthogonal but rather
divided into groups. The columns within each group are not orthogonal to each other,
but different groups are orthogonal among each other. This structure is called a quasi-
orthogonal design.
Let us illustrate the schemes in Figure 7.3 and 7.4 in detail. For the STTC with
4-state trellis illustrated in [7], the symbols st(s
′
t) instead of st−1(s
′
t−1) in Figure 7.3
and 7.4 make a decision on the transition of trellis, thus only those symbols making
a trellis-transition are interleaved for the constituent encoder ‘STTC 1’ of Figure 7.3
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Figure 7.4: Encoder block diagram for iterative decoding of STTC-STBC with four
transmitters.
and 7.4. For the system in Figure 7.3, the source data and the interleaved data are
encoded through each constituent encoder respectively according to the STTC-STBC
design method illustrated in Section 7.1.1. For the system in Figure 7.4, we take the
following STBC with N=T=K=4, achieving full rate with a diversity of 2M as an
example designed in the quasi-orthogonal method,
G4 =


St−1 St S
′
t−1 S
′
t
-S∗t S
∗
t−1 -S
′∗
t S
′∗
t−1
-S
′∗
t−1 -S
′∗
t S
∗
t−1 S
∗
t
S
′
t -S
′
t−1 -St St−1

 . (7.4)
It achieves the full rate with a diversity of 2M . The number of transmitters (N) which
is the number of columns in matrix (7.4), the symbol periods (T ) which is the number of
rows, and the number of symbols (K) in matrix (7.4) are all equal to 4. The S∗t represents
the complex conjugate of St. It is clear from the statement above that the diversity gain
(2M) increases in proportion to the number of receivers (M). In our ISTTC-STBC
scheme in Figure 7.4, two symbols each from ‘STTC 0’ and ‘STTC 1’ comprise the
STBC matrix. The soft decision information for the received signals represented in (7.1)
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is obtained as follows [26],
S˜t−1 =
∑M−1
m=0 (rt−1,mα
∗
0,m + r
∗
t,mα1,m + r
∗
t+1,mα2,m + rt+2,mα
∗
3,m),
S˜t =
∑M−1
m=0 (rt−1,mα
∗
1,m − r∗t,mα0,m + r∗t+1,mα3,m − rt+2,mα∗2,m),
S˜
′
t−1 =
∑M−1
m=0 (rt−1,mα
∗
2,m + r
∗
t,mα3,m − r∗t+1,mα0,m − rt+2,mα∗1,m),
S˜
′
t =
∑M−1
m=0 (rt−1,mα
∗
3,m − r∗t,mα2,m − r∗t+1,mα1,m + rt+2,mα∗0,m),
(7.5)
where rt−1,m, rt,m, rt+1,m, and rt+2,m represent the received signals for the first, the sec-
ond, the third, and the fourth row of matrix (7.4). Since St−1 and St came from ‘STTC
0’, and S
′
t−1 and S
′
t are fed from ‘STTC 1’, the S˜t and S˜
′
t dictate the trellis-transition of
‘STTC 0’ and ‘STTC 1’, respectively. According to the following references [5][26][56],
these soft outputs, S˜t and S˜
′
t are passed to the constituent STTC decoders, ‘# 0’ and
‘# 1’ in Figure 7.5.
The decoder block diagram for ISTTC-STBC is shown in Figure 7.5. Different from the
STTC-STBC scheme, the decoders of ISTTC-STBC require a MAP-type of algorithm
for the iterative operation. Since an input symbol consisting of two bits for a QPSK
modulation makes the trellis-transition just like the case for ISTTC, the a priori proba-
bility information which will be passed between two constituent decoders is composed of
two independent information, Z0 and Z1 shown in Figure 7.5. The a priori probability
for a symbol is given in Equations (6.2) - (6.3). Two likelihood ratios are also obtained
in the same procedures as the ISTTC scheme. These are given in Equations from (6.4)
through (6.6). After a certain set of iterations, the final log-likelihood ratios of the sec-
ond constituent decoder are passed through the deinterleaver and the decisions for m0
and m1 at each trellis time are made.
7.2 Performance Results
The performance of ISTTC-STBC using G2 is shown in Figure 7.6. Two transmitters, 4-
state trellis, and QPSK symbols are used for our ISTTC simulation. One, two, and eight
iterations between two constituent decoders are performed for the iteratively decoded
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Figure 7.5: Decoder block diagram for iterative decoding of STTC-STBC.
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Figure 7.6: BER performance of ISTTC-STBC using G2 with 1 or 2 receivers run in 1,
2, or 8 iterations between two constituent decoders over Rayleigh fading channel with
fdTs, 0.01.
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Figure 7.7: BER performance of ISTTC-STBC using G4 with 1 or 2 receivers run in 1,
2, or 8 iterations between two constituent decoders over Rayleigh fading channel with
fdTs, 0.01.
STTC (ISTTC) in this article. The trellis length for ISTTC is 1024 symbol periods, and
the block interleaver of the same length is used for all the ISTTC schemes in this paper.
The Max-Log-MAP decoding algorithm is used for each constituent decoder.
The ISTTC-STBC (G2) with two receivers obtains 3.5 dB gains over the ISTTC-STBC
(G2) with one receiver for the BER of 10
−3. The relatively large performance gap
between one iteration and two iterations reflects the typical performance of iterative
decoding. Figure 7.7 shows the BER performance of ISTTC-STBC designed in quasi-
orthogonal method (G4). The ISTTC-STBC (G4) scheme with two receivers achieves 7
dB gains over the ISTTC-STBC (G4) with one receiver for the BER of 10
−3. That is,
the ISTTC-STBC (G4) is better performed with two receivers. The performance com-
parison between ISTTC-STBC designed in quasi-orthogonal method (G4) and Alamouti
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Figure 7.8: BER performance comparison between ISTTC-STBC (G4) and ISTTC-
STBC (G2) over Rayleigh fading channel with fdTs, 0.01.
scheme (G2) are shown in Figure 7.8. The performance of two schemes in Figure 7.8
shows little difference for one receiver system, but shows about 2.5 dB difference at the
BER of 10−3 for two receivers system. This gain for ISTTC-STBC (G4) is achieved even
with twice as fast data rate as ISTTC-STBC (G2).
The performance of ISTTC-STBC is comparable with turbo codes serially concatenated
with STBC [26][56][65]. But, the inherent advantage of symbol-by-symbol MAP al-
gorithm for ISTTC over the bit-by-bit MAP algorithm of turbo codes achieves better
spectral efficiency. The achievement is assessed even excluding the increased capacity by
employing multiple transmitters [6]. Hence, we can conclude that the proposed ISTTC
scheme achieves the combined performance of both channel codes and space-time codes
with relatively simpler system complexity. The ISTTC-STBC (G2) outperforms turbo
codes concatenated with STBC in terms of, at least, spectral efficiency. Furthermore,
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the spectral efficiency can be more improved by having four transmitters using the STBC
designed in quasi-orthogonal method (G4). The transmission rate of ISTTC-STBC (G4)
is twice as good as the ISTTC-STBC (G2), achieving even better BER performances.
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Chapter 8
Iterative Decoding of Space-Time
Trellis Codes Combined with
Differential Space-Time Block Codes
The iteratively decoded space-time trellis codes (ISTTC) was developed in Chapter 6.
In this chapter, we propose to combine a differential space-time block code (DSTBC)
scheme with ISTTC, and show that a decent performance can be achieved over flat fading
channels without channel estimation and error correction codes. The DSTBC will be
briefly reviewed, and design schemes of the ISTTC combined with DSTBC (ISTTC-
DSTBC) will be described in detail. This chapter presents the details of computing the
extrinsic information shared between two constituent decoders and computing branch
metrics using soft-outputs out of DSTBC. Its performance results will be shown via
simulation.
8.1 Review of DSTBC
The channel state information (CSI) is necessary for coherent detection in both STTC
and STBC. However, CSI is generally hard to obtain in fading channel environments.
Thus, a differential STBC (DSTBC) was proposed to detect the information at the re-
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ceiver without CSI. When the CSI is not available at the receiver, the STBC can be
decoded by the transmission of pilot symbols [83]. A differential detection scheme which
does not even require pilot symbols already exists for one transmit antenna [15]. The
generalization of differential detection scheme for the case of multiple transmit antennas
was researched in [23]-[25], but these schemes require the transmission of symbols known
to the receiver at the beginning and hence are not truly differential. But, recently, dif-
ferential space-time block coding (DSTBC) was proposed to achieve diversity advantage
with no channel estimation [27]-[30]. Whereas the schemes in [29][30] are designed with
unitary matrices, the differential schemes in [27][28] are based on orthogonal design with
low differential detection complexity. The disadvantage of [27][28] is 3-dB performance
degradation compared to the coherent detection. We design a DSTBC according to [27]
in this dissertation.
We take the STBC scheme with two transmitters in [21] to describe DSTBC here, so
that two symbols are linearly arranged according to the following matrix (8.1).
G2 =
[
St−1 St
-S∗t S
∗
t−1
]
. (8.1)
Columns and rows of the matrix (8.1) represent transmitters and symbol periods, re-
spectively. That is, those two elements in a row are transmitted from ‘Tx0’ and ‘Tx1’
at the same symbol period.
For 2b-PSK constellation, blocks of 2b bits are mapped to differential encoding coeffi-
cients (DEC) as follows. The first b bits are mapped to a constellation S2 and the second
b bits are mapped to a constellation S3 using Gray mapping. If we assume initial two
symbols, S0 and S1 to be dummy but known to receivers, then two DEC, A and B are
defined as [27]
A = S2S
∗
0 + S3S
∗
1 ,
B = −S2S1 + S3S0. (8.2)
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Table 8.1: DEC Mapping for a QPSK scheme
Input Bits
m0m1 m2m3 DEC A DEC B
0 0 0 0 −1 + j0 0 + j0
0 0 1 0 −.5− j.5 .5− j.5
0 0 0 1 −.5 + j.5 .5 + j.5
0 0 1 1 0 + j0 1 + j0
1 0 0 0 −.5− j.5 −.5 + j.5
1 0 1 0 0− j 0 + j0
1 0 0 1 0 + j0 0 + j
1 0 1 1 .5− j.5 .5 + j.5
0 1 0 0 −.5 + j.5 −.5− j.5
0 1 1 0 0 + j0 0− j
0 1 0 1 0 + j 0 + j0
0 1 1 1 .5 + j.5 .5− j.5
1 1 0 0 0 + j0 −1 + j0
1 1 1 0 .5− j.5 −.5− j.5
1 1 0 1 .5 + j.5 −.5 + j.5
1 1 1 1 1 + j0 0 + j0
The procedures in (8.2) will be repeated over the entire data. Conversely, given A and
B, the pair (S2 S3) is recovered by
(S2 S3) = A(S0 S1) + B(−S∗1 S∗0). (8.3)
The original b bit information is decoded by inverse Gray mapping of S2 and S3. In this
paper, we implemented the above differential encoding scheme with QPSK constellation,
1√
2
, j 1√
2
, − 1√
2
, and −j 1√
2
for two input bits, 00, 10, 11, and 01, respectively, where
j=
√−1. We set S0=S1=− 1√2 . According to (8.2), a DEC is computed from four input
bits and summarized in Table 8.1. The next two symbols S2 and S3 are computed with
the obtained DEC, A and B according to (8.3). Since S0, S1 and -S
∗
1 , S
∗
0 are transmitted
at the first and second symbol period, the S2, S3 and -S
∗
3 , S
∗
2 are transmitted at the
third and fourth symbol period. The S4 and S5 will be obtained in the same procedure
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as we get S2 and S3. Thus, S4, S5 and -S
∗
5 , S
∗
4 are transmitted at the fifth and sixth
symbol period. This process will continue until the entire data are transmitted.
The received signal is expressed mathematically in (6.1). For one receive antenna, it still
holds with the receiver subscript omitted for simplicity purpose. According to [27], the
coefficients corresponding to DEC, based on received signals, are computed as follows.
RA = r2t+1r
∗
2t−1 + r
∗
2t+2r2t,
RB = r2t+1r
∗
2t − r∗2t+2r2t−1, (8.4)
where signals r2t−1, r2t, r2t+1, and r2t+2 are assumed to be received. Now the receiver
computes the closest DEC pair (A B) to the (RA RB) pair. Once this is computed,
the inverse mapping of Table 8.1 is applied and the transmitted bits are recovered.
The same procedure can be used for more than one receive antenna. For each receive
antenna m, we compute RA,m and RB,m with only the mth receiver considered. Then
the closest DEC pair (A B) to the (
∑M−1
m=0 RA,m
∑M−1
m=0 RB,m) pair is computed. Here
M is the number of receive antennas. Subsequently, the transmitted bits are computed
by applying the inverse mapping of Table 8.1. Since the diversity gain is the number of
transmitters times the number of receivers, it is easily deduced that 2M-level diversity
is achieved.
8.2 Implementation of ISTTC-DSTBC
Figure 8.1 shows a block diagram of ISTTC-DSTBC transmitter. Two outputs, St−1,
St and S
′
t−1, S
′
t out of ‘STTC 0’ and ‘STTC 1’, respectively are alternately fed into
‘DSTBC’ through ‘MUX’. Two most important encoding procedures of DSTBC which
were described in Equations (8.2) and (8.3) can be written in the multiplication of three
matrices,
[
St+1(S
′
t+1) St+2(S
′
t+2)
]
,
[
S∗t−1(S
∗′
t−1) −St(−S ′t)
S∗t (S
∗′
t ) St−1(S
′
t−1)
]
,
and
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Figure 8.1: ISTTC-DSTBC transmitter block diagram.
[
St−1(S
′
t−1) St(S
′
t)
−S∗t (−S∗′t ) S∗t−1(S∗′t−1)
]
.
The symbols within parentheses represent the interleaved version of signals, that is, the
outputs out of ‘STTC 1’. These are alternately processed in the DSTBC encoder as
mentioned above. We set the initial two symbols, S0 and S1 to be known at the receiver
and both to be equal as − 1√
2
. Since the ISTTC trellis starts always at ‘State 0’, initial
two symbols are zero. Thus, initial four bits mapped into two symbols according to
Table 6.1 should be all bit 1, and bit 11 corresponds to − 1√
2
from our Gray mapping
in Section 8.1. The multiplication of three matrices generates two symbols. These are
encoded according to Alamouti scheme, and transmitted through two transmitters.
Figure 8.2 shows the receiver block diagram of ISTTC-DSTBC. The received symbols
are stored over the entire trellis through the serial to parallel converter (‘S/P’), because
the iterative decoding which will be performed subsequently is processed in a block of
data. Since RA, RB and R
′
A, R
′
B are soft information, we can use this information to
compute the branch metric of ISTTC decoder. Because DEC were clearly defined by
the input bits, the ‘MAP’ algorithm within our ISTTC scheme still generates the same
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Figure 8.2: ISTTC-DSTBC receiver block diagram.
output as the one using soft-information of input data. However, we pass the initially
decoded information out of ‘DSTBC Decoder’ to the ‘ISTTC Decoder’ as extrinsic in-
formation. The iRA, qRA and iRB , qRB represent the in-phase and quadrature-phase
information of RA and RB, respectively. The superscript prime represents the inter-
leaved version of each data. The initially decoded information out of ‘DSTBC Decoder’
is denoted in the figure as iS˜, qS˜ and iS˜
′
, qS˜
′
. Again, the i and q represent the in-phase
and quadrature-phase of each data. Therefore, the Equation (6.6) turns into following,
Λ0 = iS˜ + Z0 + l0,
Λ1 = qS˜ + Z1 + l1.
(8.5)
8.3 Performance Results
In this Section, we show the performance of our proposed scheme, ISTTC-DSTBC,
comparing with other various schemes via simulation. Figure 8.3 shows the BER perfor-
mance comparison between ISTTC-DSTBC and ISTTC-STBC. Both of these schemes
compared are designed in 2 transmitters and 1 receiver. These are performed with the
same number of iterations, 1, 2, and 8 over the same fading channel environment. The
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Figure 8.3: BER performance comparison between ISTTC-DSTBC and ISTTC-STBC,
with 2 transmitters and 1 receiver.
normalized Doppler frequency (fdTs) of the channel is set to be 10
−2. The Alamouti
scheme of (8.1) is used for both STBC and DSTBC. The trellis length for ISTTC is 1024
symbol periods, and the block interleaver of the same length is used for this scheme.
The Max-Log-MAP decoding algorithm is used for each constituent decoder. As we
can expect from the general coherent and non-coherent detection systems, the ISTTC-
DSTBC is observed to have 3dB performance degradation against the ISTTC-STBC at
the BER, 10−3. The relatively larger performance gap between one iteration and two
iterations for ISTTC reflects the typical performance of iterative decoding.
Figure 8.4 shows the BER performance comparison between ISTTC-DSTBC and turbo
codes serially concatenated with the Alamouti scheme (Turbo-STBC). Both of these
schemes are designed in 2 transmitters and 1 receiver, and run with 2 iterations. The
same trellis length, decoding scheme, and interleavers as those used for Figure 8.3 are
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Figure 8.4: BER performance comparison between ISTTC-DSTBC and Turbo-STBC,
with 2 transmitters and 1 receiver.
employed for both schemes in Figure 8.4. The identical channel environments are applied
to all three figures in this paper. The usual trellis of turbo codes make a transition in a
trellis by an input data bit, but the transition in the STTC trellis is determined by an in-
put symbol which is composed of k bits for 2k-PSK system. Thus, the difference between
ISTTC and turbo codes is to share the extrinsic information between two constituent
decoders for all k bits in a symbol, which increases the data transmission rate. Even
if Turbo-STBC is designed with coherent detection, the ISTTC-DSTBC is observed to
have only 2dB degradation in lower SNR region at BER, 10−2. It is achieved even with
the increased data rate, and still keeping the advantage of no channel estimation.
Figure 8.5 shows some disadvantage of having two receivers for ISTTC-DSTBC. Com-
bining ISTTC with DSTBC for two receivers does not improve the BER performance
much and even cause a serious error floor problem. It is obviously different phenomenon
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Figure 8.5: BER performance comparison between ISTTC-DSTBC and DSTBC with
various number of receivers.
from DSTBC only with one receiver. It is a future research topic to clarify and cure the
problems.
In this chapter, we showed design schemes of ISTTC-DSTBC, especially regarding how
to pass the extrinsic information between the constituent ISTTC decoders under the dif-
ficult concatenation situation. It is a clever idea to use the soft outputs out of DSTBC
for the branch metric computation. We also showed the DSTBC design schemes for a
QPSK symbol mapping in detail.
Our proposed ISTTC-DSTBC without channel estimation achieves only 3dB degradation
against the ISTTC-STBC with coherent detection. Our scheme without extra channel
codes also shows a comparable performance against Turbo-STBC. The ISTTC-DSTBC
has advantage in data transmission rate and system complexity compared with Turbo-
STBC. Therefore, we can summarize the advantage of our scheme as follows. First of all,
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the system complexity is reduced with channel estimation omitted and with using less
complex trellis. The increase of data rate is another advantage over the typical turbo
codes concatenated with space-time codes.
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Chapter 9
Iteratively Decoded Space-Time
Trellis Codes Combined with OFDM
Wireless communications experience multipath fading. The multipath channels can
be characterized with the maximum delay spread, τmax and symbol period, Ts. In time
domain point of view, there is no inter symbol interference (ISI) for τmax < Ts. This is the
frequency non-selective fading in frequency domain. However, when τmax is larger than
Ts for broadband, high speed transmission, the received signals are under the influence of
ISI. It is called the frequency selective fading channel (FSFC) in frequency domain. The
FSFC requires the equalizer at the receiver to remove ISI in case of coherent detection.
As the data transmission rate increases, the complexity of equalizers also increases. The
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) scheme was proposed to solve the
complexity issue of equalizers [71]-[75].
We design the ISTTC scheme combined with the OFDM (ISTTC-OFDM) system to
combat frequency selective channels. The OFDM is briefly reviewed in Section 9.1, and
the modeling of FSFC is studied in Section 9.2. Design procedures of ISTTC-OFDM
is described in Section 9.3. In addition, the ISTTC implemented together with the
quasi-orthogonal STBC (ISTTCQ) is designed in combination with the OFDM system
(ISTTCQ-OFDM). It is described in Section 9.4.
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Figure 9.1: Transmitter Block Diagram for Multicarrier System.
9.1 OFDM Review
9.1.1 Multicarrier Transmission
The OFDM is a communication system that takes input data in parallel according to
the number of carriers and transmits the input data modulated with those multicarriers.
This multicarrier transmission basically belongs to the frequency division multiplexing
method. Thus, the transmission period increases in accordance with the number of
carriers, and the frequency selective channels which occur from broadband transmission
over wireless channels can be approximately converted into a non-frequency selective
fading channel equivalent where the ISI is removed [71][72]. Regarding this, one prin-
ciple that the bandlimited signals can be transmitted simultaneously without ISI over
multi-channels were introduced in 1966 [76], and one year later, the orthogonal QAM
(Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) which uses both baseband filters preventing from
the inter-channel interferences and banks of oscillator were proposed in [77]. Figure 9.1
and 9.2 show a transmitter and a receiver block diagram for multicarrier system. There
are N modulators in Figure 9.1, which consists of encoders, filters, and carrier multipli-
ers. In case the overall data transmission rate is R bps, the rate of each channel has R/N
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Figure 9.2: Receiver Block Diagram for Multicarrier System.
bps. The filters are used to prevent the input data from ICI. The same filters are used
in the receiver end. But the use of filters and carrier oscillators increases the complexity
of systems. In 1971, Weinstein and Ebert succeeded implementing the modulation and
demodulation using DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) and IDFT (Inverse DFT), and
this became the fundamental structure of current OFDM systems [78]. Figure 9.3 shows
transmitter and receiver block diagram for basic OFDM system structure. Input bits
are turned into symbols in ‘Encoder’, and stored up to the size equal to the number of
carriers in ‘S/P’ for parallel process. These parallel data are modulated with correspond-
ing carriers and added in one OFDM symbol before transmission. Thus, for N -carriers
and 2k-ary symbols, the total bits are Nk. Here, each carrier and channel in Figure 9.3
is called as ‘sub-carrier’ and ‘sub-channel’. The OFDM symbols at the transmitter in
passband are expressed as
s(t) = Re


∞∑
p=−∞
N−1∑
k=0
Sp,kΨp,k(t)

 , (9.1)
where Sp,k is the symbol transmitted through the kth carrier at the pth symbol period.
The Ψp,k(t) is given as
Ψp,k(t) =
{
ej2πfk(t−pTsym) 0 ≤ t < Tsym
0 otherwise
. (9.2)
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Figure 9.3: Transmitter and Receiver Block Diagram for Basic OFDM System.
The Tsym is the OFDM symbol period. The equation (9.2) should satisfy the following
orthogonality to detect Sp,k among the received signals.∫ ∞
−∞
Ψp,k(t)Ψ
∗
p,k′(t) =
{
Tsym for k
′ = k
0 for k′ = k . (9.3)
The signal transmitted through each sub-channel is limited to Tsym in time-domain, and
this can be seen as multiplying a rectangular window to the transmit signal. Thus,
the spectrum is a sync function at each sub-channel. The center frequency of each
sync function corresponds to the sub-carrier of the sub-channel. Since the zero-crossing
occurs at i/Tsym(i = ±1,±2, ...), the orthogonality of (9.3) is met by setting the interval
between the adjacent sub-carriers to be 1/Tsym, and the demodulation without distortion
is possible. Hence, the fk in (9.2) is determined as
fk = fc + k/Tsym, k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1, (9.4)
where fc is the center frequency of each sub-carrier. The passband signal of (9.1) can
be converted in baseband at the pth symbol period as follows,
s(t) =
N−1∑
k=0
Sp,ke
j2πk(t−pTsym)/Tsym . (9.5)
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If we sample the s(t) at t = pTsym + nTs(Ts = Tsym/N),
sp,n =
N−1∑
k=0
Sp,ke
j2πkn/N , n = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. (9.6)
The equation (9.6) is the IDFT, thus the baseband modulation of sp,n is performed
through the IDFT. The demodulation at the receiver is easily achieved through the DFT.
Since the DFT and IDFT are simply implemented by FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and
IFFT (Inverse FFT), the high-speed modulation and demodulation is possible. The one
advantage of OFDM using FFT and IFFT is in its high spectral efficiency, and the fact
that the bandpass filters at the receiver are unnecessary is another advantage.
Succeeding the Weinstein and Ebert’s research, Peled and Ruiz solved the orthogonality
issue between sub-carriers by using of the cyclic prefix as a guard band [79]. In 1981,
Hirosaki succeeded in transmitting QAM signals using DFT [80], and Cimini applied
the OFDM scheme to wireless channels and proposed a channel estimation scheme using
the pilot tone [81].
9.1.2 Cyclic Prefix
Even though OFDM symbols are processed in a block of data, these symbols are in-
fluenced by the previously transmitted symbols during the transmission over multipath
channels. Thus, we require a guardband to be inserted between the blocks of data in
order to prevent the ISI. The length of the guardband (TG) should be made longer than
the maximum multipath delay (τmax) to avoid ISI. That is, we set the length of the
guardband to be TG ≥ τmax. The Tsym in Equation (9.2) becomes Tsub + TG, where
Tsub is the period of actual data. If we set all signals during Tsub to be ‘0’, the ISI
does not occur any more. But, the interference between sub-channels (ICI: Inter-carrier
Interference) still exists. The ICI is solved by inserting cyclic prefix (CPX) for the guard-
band period [82]. The CPX causes, however, the bandwidth efficiency to be reduced by
Tsub/(Tsub + TG). Thus, it is recommended that the TG shouldn’t be longer than one
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fourth of Tsub. With CPX inserted, the equation (9.2) is redefined as
Ψp,k(t) =
{
ej2πfk(t−pTsym) −TG ≤ t < Tsub
0 otherwise
. (9.7)
Hence, equations (9.5) and (9.6) can be replaced by followings
s(t) =
N−1∑
k=0
Sp,ke
j2π k
Tsub
(t−pTsym), (9.8)
sp,n =
N−1∑
k=0
Sp,ke
j2πkn/N , n = 0, 1, ..., N − 1, (9.9)
where (9.9) is obtained by sampling (9.8) at t = pTsym +
nTsub
N
. The received baseband
signal r(t) over multipath channels is
r(t) = s(t) ∗ h(t) + w(t), pTsym ≤ t ≤ pTsym + Tsub, (9.10)
where ‘*’ is the convolution operation. The h(t) is the impulse response of multipath
channels, whose magnitude and phase are Rayleigh and uniform distributed respectively.
The w(t) is AWGN with zero mean and variance σ2. The sampled received signals are,
rp,n =
N−1∑
k=0
Sp,kHp,ke
j2πkn/N + wp,n, n = −NG, ...,−1, 0, 1, ..., N − 1. (9.11)
The Hp,k is the frequency response at the pth symbol period and the kth sub-channel.
The CPX is stripped off, then rp,n is demodulated after passing through FFT as follows
Rp,m = Sp,mHp,m +Wp,m, m = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. (9.12)
TheWp,m is the AWGN in frequency domain. Therefore, under the ideal synchronization
and the condition TG ≥ τmax, we can draw an OFDM equivalent over N independent
flat fading channels as in Figure 9.4.
Several new parameters are introduced in this chapter. First of all, we denote the
modulated signal s(t), sp,n, and the received signal r(t), rp,n to be OFDM symbols.
All the signals between the IFFT of transmitter end and the FFT of receiver end are
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Figure 9.4: OFDM Equivalent Model.
in time-domain, and these are denoted in the lower case letters. For continuous time
signals s(t), r(t), the t is the continuous time index, whereas for sampled signals sp,n,
rp,n, the n is the sampled time index. All the signals before taking the IFFT and after
taking the FFT are in frequency domain, and they are denoted in capital letters. The
subscript k and m represent the subchannel indexes. Finally, the subscript p of OFDM
symbol period is denoted whenever it is necessary.
9.2 Frequency Selective Fading Channel
The Rayleigh fading simulator based on Clarke’s model was reviewed in Section 2.1.2.
The Rayleigh fading simulator may be used in conjunction with variable gains and time
delays to generate frequency selective fading effects [51]. It is shown in Figure 9.5. The
impact of more than one multipath component is modeled by a convolution between the
information signal and the channel state information.
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Figure 9.5: Frequency selective fading channel model according to gain and time delay
setting.
9.3 ISTTC-OFDM
The ISTTC scheme introduced in Chapter 6 requires an OFDM system to perform over
FSFC. For the same constituent STTC scheme of Figure 6.1, we can design the ISTTC-
OFDM as in Figure 9.6. Figure 9.6 shows the block diagram for the transmitter end
of ISTTC-OFDM. We assume that a total bandwidth of F Hz is available and it is
divided into l sub bands. The constituent encoder, ‘STTC 0’ gives outputs, Sk−1 and
Sk, when it takes Sk as an input symbol at the kth sequence. The encoder ‘STTC 1’
takes interleaved version of data S
′
k as an input and gives out S
′
k−1 and S
′
k. Those Sk−1
and Sk are conveyed to the transmitter 0 (Tx 0) and transmitter 1 (Tx 1), respectively
at one symbol sequence through ‘MUX’. The interleaved data S
′
k−1 and S
′
k are also
conveyed to each respective transmitter at the next symbol sequence. These interleaved
and non-interleaved data are alternately transmitted and stored in ‘S/P’ up to the size
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Figure 9.6: ISTTC-OFDM transmitter block diagram.
(l) of ‘IFFT’. The output of ‘S/P’ is a codeword of the form
C0 = S0, S1, S2, S3, ..., Sk−1, Sk, ..., Sl−2,
C1 = S1, S2, S3, ..., Sk−1, Sk, ..., Sl−2, Sl−1,
(9.13)
where Sk belongs to a constellation such as M-PSK. We append a cyclic prefix (CPX)
to each OFDM frame, C0 or C1 to avoid any ISI possibly due to the delay spread of the
channel.
We assume that the fading remains constant during the transmission of an OFDM
frame and it changes from a frame to another. The channel corresponding to each pair
of transmit and receive antennas is modeled by a two-ray equal-power delay profile. The
signal at each receiver is the superposition of the faded N transmitted signals added
with AWGN, where N is 2 for the system of Figure 9.6. Figure 9.7 shows the block
diagram for the receiver end of ISTTC-OFDM. After CPX is stripped off each frame
and ‘FFT’ is applied to the incoming received signals, the output passed to the ISTTC
decoder is given by:
Rk,m =
N−1∑
n=0
Hkn,mC
k
n +W
k
m, (9.14)
where Hkn,m are the frequency response of the channel between the n-th transmitter and
the m-th receiver at k-th multi carrier frequency (kF/l). In this paper, it is assumed
that the perfect channel state information is available to the decoder. The W km is an
independent samples of a Gaussian random variable with variance N0. The R
′
k,m is the
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Figure 9.7: ISTTC-OFDM receiver block diagram.
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Figure 9.8: FER performance of ISTTC-OFDM with 1 or 2 receivers run in 1, 2, or 8
iterations between two constituent decoders over frequency selective channel.
interleaved version of Rk,m.
The serial-to-parallel (‘S/P’) converter stores the incoming data, Rk,m and R
′
k,m over
the duration of trellis length. The trellis length is an integer multiple of OFDM frames.
Those blocks of incoming data are denoted as R¯ and R¯′ in the Figure. The parameters iR¯,
qR¯, iR¯′, and qR¯′ in Figure 9.7 represent the in-phase or quadrature-phase components
of R¯ and R¯′. These are fed to the MAP decoder ‘# 0’, or ‘# 1’ in Figure 9.7. Then the
rest of the decoding procedures are equal to the ISTTC scheme.
The FER performance of ISTTC-OFDM is shown in Figure 9.8. The results are obtained
over the frequency selective fading channel. The channel is modeled in a two-ray equal-
power delay profile. The frame size of FER is 256 bits, which is equal to the number of
carrier tones (l). For each constituent STTC, the same STTC scheme with 4-state as
the ISTTC one illustrated in Chapter 6 is used. Each symbol in this STTC corresponds
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Figure 9.9: ISTTCQ-OFDM transmitter block diagram.
to a path of length 4096 in the trellis which can be chosen by a block of 8192 bits.
The trellis length is an integer multiple of the number of carrier tones (l). We can
observe about 2 dB advantage for 2 receivers. For SNR 7.5 dB, the FER of 0.04 is
obtained for ISTTC-OFDM (1 receiver) with two iterations between constituent STTC
decoders. From the given simulation results, under the assumption that the perfect
channel estimation is available to the receiver, we can see that ISTTC-OFDM is capable
of reliable transmission over frequency selective channels.
9.4 ISTTCQ-OFDM
In this Section, we add an OFDM system to ISTTC-STBC. The design scheme of ISTTC-
STBC was described in Chapter 7. The encoder block diagram for the iteratively de-
coded STTC combined with STBC and OFDM systems is shown in Figure 9.9. The
STBC in Figure 9.9 is designed in quasi-orthogonal method [22]. We name the system
as ISTTCQ-OFDM in this dissertation. For the system in Figure 9.9, we take the STBC
of G4 (2.38). The S
∗
k represents the complex conjugate of Sk. Two symbols each from
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‘STTC 0’ and ‘STTC 1’ comprise the STBC matrix. That is, Sk−1 and Sk came from
‘STTC 0’, and S
′
k−1 and S
′
k are fed from ‘STTC 1’, respectively. The ‘S/P’s in Fig-
ure 9.9 store the incoming data upto the size (l) of ‘IFFT’. The outputs of ‘S/P’s are
codewords C0, C1, C2, and C3. The C0 are sequences of symbols in the first column of
the matrix (2.38). The C1, C2, and C3 correspond to the second, third, and the fourth
column, respectively. The CPX are appended to each OFDM frame, C0 through C3.
The codewords are transmitted over the frequency selective channel environment. We
assume that the fading remains constant during the transmission of an OFDM frame
and it changes from a frame to another. The channel corresponding to each pair of
transmit and receive antennas is modeled by a two-ray equal-power delay profile. The
signal at each receiver is the superposition of the faded N transmitted signals added
with AWGN, where N is 4 for the system of Figure 9.9.
Figure 9.10 shows the receiver block diagram of ISTTCQ-OFDM. After the received
signals whose CPX is stripped off each frame, pass through ‘FFT’ and ‘P/S’, they are
taken to the ‘STBC soft decision Decoder’. Then, the output, Rk,m, R
′
k,m is given as
(9.14), and the rest of the procedures are identical to the ISTTC-OFDM scheme.
The FER performance of ISTTCQ-OFDM is shown in Figure 9.11. The results are ob-
tained over the frequency selective fading channel. The channel environment is identical
to the channel of ISTTC-OFDM scheme in Section 9.3. The same trellis, FFT size, and
STTC scheme as ISTTC-OFDM one in Section 9.3 are used for the ISTTCQ-OFDM
scheme. The ISTTCQ-OFDM scheme with two receivers achieves 6.5 dB gains over the
ISTTCQ-OFDM with one receiver for the FER of 10−2. The ISTTCQ-OFDM is better
performed with two receivers. Under the assumption that the perfect channel estimation
is available to the receiver, it is observed that the ISTTCQ-OFDM provides the reliable
performance over frequency selective channels.
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Figure 9.10: ISTTCQ-OFDM receiver block diagram.
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Figure 9.11: FER performance of ISTTCQ-OFDM with 1 or 2 receivers run in 1, 2, or
8 iterations between two constituent decoders over frequency selective channel.
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Chapter 10
Research Contributions and Future
Works
Hostile channel environments, limited bandwidth, and power resources are impairments
in the modern digital communications. These problems became our research goals to
overcome. Standalone existing schemes like STC and turbo coding principle cannot over-
come the above limitations. Developing new schemes based on the STC and turbo code
is the contribution of the research. We proposed new schemes, derived their necessary
theoretical results, and showed their performance via simulations. We also analyzed the
existing schemes and derived the performance bounds of our proposed schemes.
10.1 Research Contributions
The original contributions are summarized as follows, where the related publications are
also listed.
A. The equations for soft decision made at decoders of various STBC systems including
the quasi-orthogonal method were derived. (Sections 2.2.2 and 4.1)
B. The formula to compute the channel state information (CSI) for any STBC scheme
was introduced so that decoding of STBC can be performed without the extra
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channel estimation scheme. (Section 5.1)
C. Serial concatenations of turbo codes to STBC with or without channel estimations
were accomplished to improve coding gains and diversity gains together. (Sec-
tions 4.1 and 5.2)
D. The iteratively decoded STTC (ISTTC) was proposed, that is, the STTC schemes
were used as constituent codes of a turbo code scheme. (Section 6.1)
E. The BER performance upper bound on ISTTC was derived using the transfer func-
tion bounding technique. (Section 6.2)
F. Using the fact that it improves BER performance to combine STTC and STBC
together, we combined the ISTTC with STBC to observe more performance gains.
(Section 7.1)
G. The DSTBC scheme was implemented in a QPSK modulation, and combined with
ISTTC to achieve better performance without extra channel codes and channel
estimation. (Section 8.2)
The A and C were summarized and published in the IEEE VTC, 2001 [26]. Some of the
design schemes listed in A, B, and C were reported in the IEEE VTC, 2001 [25]. The
design schemes of [25] were extended to any STBC scheme in [24]. The D, E, and F were
summarized and published in the IEEE WCNC, 2004 [16], and also these materials were
written for a Journal publication and submitted to the IEEE Transactions on Vehicular
Technology. The DSTBC combined with ISTTC in G were submitted to the IEEE
GLOBECOM, 2004 and IEEE MILCOM, 2004, and they are under review now.
10.2 Future Works
Our dissertation research was focused mostly on the system over flat fading channels,
although frequency selective channels (FSC) were briefly studied in Chapter 9. The
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orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)is one of the widely used solutions
to overcome FSC. Most of our studied schemes can be combined with OFDM for FSC
channels.
This dissertation has focused on the analytical and simulation based results. These
simulation-based results can be verified via hardware implementation. A hardware de-
scription language such as VHDL can be used to simulate and synthesize it on a specific
target field programmable gate array (FPGA). The VHDL is a low-level programming
language closer to the hardware than C-program or MATLAB that we used for simula-
tions and system-level designs through the entire dissertation research. Currently, there
are several ways developed to generate the VHDL more easily from the higher-level lan-
guages such as C or MATLAB. Hence, we can summarize a possible future work plan
as follows.
First, we need to develop the interface to combine an OFDM system with ISTTC-
DSTBC. Even though the OFDM systems require accurate channel estimations, by
combining ISTTC-DSTBC, we can achieve an OFDM system without channel estima-
tion. The ISTTC-DSTBC combined with OFDM might provide coding gains in addition
to diversity gains over FSC.
Second, since the OFDM systems need accurate channel estimations, sophisticated chan-
nel estimators are needed to be developed.
Finally, presently the information theorists, the system design engineers, and the hard-
ware designers work independently to design and integrate communication hardware
systems, and the process takes long time to develop. Software defined radio (SDR) in-
tegrates all these independent works and develop a hardware communication systems
efficiently using some of the tools like Simulink, Real-Time Workshop, Xilinx System
Generator, etc. Our work can provide the necessary simulated results for a SDR based
design.
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